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INTRODUCTION

Yaffed was founded to address the lack of secular education in many ultra-Orthodox schools. Tens 
of thousands of children attending these schools, also known as yeshivas, are being denied the 
education to which they are entitled under New York State law.

For more than five years we have worked to educate public officials about this matter. Throughout, 
city and state education officials have demonstrated ignorance, disregard, and gross incompetence 
and in all these years have done little or nothing to improve education at these institutions. To name 
a few instances:

• In 2011, in response to a letter we sent to then-Regents Chancellor Merryl Tisch informing her of 
the problem, the New York State Education Department (NYSED) wrote to us, falsely, that some 
non-public schools “largely operate outside the scope of state mandated general education 
requirements and oversight.”

• In 2012 my colleagues and I began meeting with superintendents to inform them of the problem 
among yeshivas in their districts. Several of these superintendents incorrectly claimed that non-
public education was outside of their jurisdiction until we pointed them to NYSED’s website 
that states unambiguously that it is indeed the superintendent’s responsibility to ensure that all 
children in their district, including those attending non-public schools, receive a proper education 
as required by law. None of the superintendents pursued the matter further.

• In July 2015 Yaffed issued a letter to the NYC Education Department Chancellor and seven 
district superintendents, signed by 52 yeshiva graduates and parents, alleging that at least 39 
yeshivas in New York City were failing to meet New York State’s standards. Yet, when pressed on 
the matter by a reporter, Mayor de Blasio betrayed his ignorance, saying: “I’m not sure I follow, 
because obviously it’s a separate school system.”

• In December 2015, more than four months into the New York City Department of Education’s 
(DOE) purported investigation, Yaffed finally scored a meeting with the DOE at which we learned 
that not only had they done very little in the way of the investigation, but also that they were 
still apparently unclear on where the problem was. They did not seem to have a grasp of the 
differences between Hasidic yeshivas (which typically provide a poor secular education or none at 
all) and modern Orthodox yeshivas (which are known to provide superior secular education).

• Since April 2016 Yaffed has addressed the Panel for Education Policy (PEP) at least nine times, 
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INTRODUCTION

bringing speakers and informational material for panel members. Yet some panel members still 
seem unsure about the laws pertaining to yeshivas and about the various types of Jewish schools.

If government and education officials can remain clueless after so many years, it should come as no 
surprise that the average New York taxpayer is largely unaware of, or misinformed about, the issue as 
well. We are often told by said individuals:

• Religious schools are exempt from government regulations because of the separation of church 
and state.

• Private schools do not receive public funding, and therefore should not be subject to government 
intervention.

• Orthodox Jews are financially successful and must be getting a proper secular education.

• This problem affects only a small number of children in an insular community and is therefore of 
no relevance to me.

In fact, private schools, including religious institutions, are required by law to meet specific 
educational standards; the schools in question do receive exorbitant sums of public funding despite 
their private status; graduates of these institutions rely disproportionately on welfare and other forms 
of government assistance; and, as the population of affected students grows rapidly, it is in the 
public interest to solve the problem. But the lack of public awareness has translated into government 
not being held accountable, allowing the DOE, NYSED, and other government bodies and agencies 
to continue to ignore the problem without fear of repercussion.

This report attempts to change that by increasing public awareness about ultra-Orthodox education. 
It describes the lack of secular education in many ultra-Orthodox and Hasidic yeshivas and the 
government inaction that has come at the expense of tens of thousands of children. It exposes the 
array of funding that the government doles out to yeshivas while fully aware that these schools are 
not meeting standards. Finally, it sheds light on the grave consequences for the citizens of New York 
City and New York State were this problem to remain unchecked. We hope that the information 
provided here will enable readers to stand up for these children and for the proper use of their own 
tax dollars.

After years of broken promises on the part of New York City and State education departments —
after phantom investigations and reports, missed deadlines with no explanation, and promised 
improvements that never occurred — it is time the matter is addressed so that tens of thousands 
of current and future students at those yeshivas receive the education to which they are entitled. It 
is our sincere hope that this report will make that happen sooner. We invite the public to join us in 
demanding change.
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When yeshivas do provide education in secular subjects, it is in just a few grades, for one hour to 
ninety minutes at the end of the long school day. Typically, instruction is provided in very basic 
English reading and arithmetic, along with minimal levels of English writing. Teachers are often 
unqualified -- some barely know English themselves -- and the “English” class period (as the time 
devoted to secular studies is called) is often treated as free time for restless students. Textbooks are 
heavily censored, when they are used at all. High schools for boys typically provide absolutely no 
secular education.

Most Hasidic children attend special non-public schools from age 5 or earlier to adulthood or 
beyond. The language of instruction is Yiddish, the same language the students speak at home, and 
sometimes includes some Hebrew and/or Aramaic texts. The schools are separated by gender: girls 
attend a girls’ school, and boys attend a boys’ school, or yeshiva. 

Both provide a rigorous religious education intended to build the foundation for a life lived 
according to Hasidic Jewish principles. Where they differ, however, is in the education they provide 
beyond this foundation. Girls, who are not allowed to become rabbis (respected Jewish scholars and 
leaders) learn general subjects such as English, math, science, and social studies during the second 
half of the school day. Boys, on the other hand, are expected to aspire to become rabbis, so they 
continue studying Jewish texts, such as the Torah (the Hebrew Bible), Talmud (Jewish law), and other 
religious subjects for the entire school day.

NEW YORK IS FAILING ITS HASIDIC YOUTH. 

The average Hasidic boy: 
• learns only basic English reading, writing, and arithmetic,
• for 90 minutes a day, 
• four days a week, 
• from age 7 to age 12. 

After he turns 13, he spends 12 hours a day in yeshiva but learns only 
Judaic studies -- no English, no math, no science, no history...

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Without secular education, young men lack the requisite skills to obtain employment with a decent 
income to support themselves and their (often large) families. Furthermore, because most yeshivas 
choose not to administer the Regents Examinations or to award diplomas, graduates find it nearly 
impossible to pursue post-secondary education to attain the skills they need.

The average young Hasidic man leaves the yeshiva system 
completely unprepared to work in – or interact with – the 
world outside his community. 

The average yeshiva graduate:
• speaks little or no English,
• has few or no marketable skills,
• earns a household income well below the average Brooklynite’s,
• marries young and has many children, and
• is forced to rely upon public assistance to support his large family.
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The Hasidic population in New York City is expected to continue to grow rapidly, with especially 
high growth among children and young people, so that by 2030 up to one-eighth of the city’s 
schoolchildren, and up to one-third of Brooklyn’s, will be Hasidic.

This puts Hasidic families at high risk for poverty and reliance upon government assistance. 
Approximately 43% of Hasidic households in New York are poor and another 16% are near poor. 
Hasidic communities in Brooklyn have a greater percentage of families receiving cash assistance, 
food stamps, public health care coverage, and Section 8 housing vouchers, as compared to Brooklyn 
and New York City as a whole. The percentage of people in a heavily Hasidic district of Brooklyn 
utilizing public income support such as cash assistance (TANF), Supplemental Security Income (SSI), 
and Medicaid has increased dramatically in the last decade as the population grew rapidly without 
improvements in education.
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• NYSED and the DOE have largely stonewalled Yaffed and yeshiva graduates who 
have asked them to enforce standards in yeshivas.

• The DOE finally agreed to investigate yeshivas after Yaffed and Attorney Norman 
Siegel issued a widely publicized letter in 2015, signed by 52 yeshiva graduates 
and parents and naming 39 schools.

• The DOE partnered with a group created to oppose Yaffed and developed a “plan” 
for curriculum reform that did nothing to ensure that yeshivas would meet state 
standards.

• The DOE has promised to release a report on the investigation, which is now more 
than a year overdue.

• The DOE would not commit to releasing a report before the mayoral election.

State and city education officials have been aware of this responsibility and the lack of enforcement 
of standards for at least two decades. New York State education laws require that non-public schools 
provide an education that is “substantially equivalent” to that provided in the public schools. Yet, it is 
an “open secret” that yeshivas provide subpar education in state-mandated subjects. Hasidic leaders 
boast openly about the minimal time their schools spend on secular subjects, and have stated that 
they believe the government is happy to allow this to continue.

The New York State and City education departments (NYSED 
and DOE) have abdicated their responsibility to ensure that 
all students within their jurisdiction receive an adequate 
education.

Over the last five years...
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Oholei Torah is one of the 39 yeshivas named in Yaffed’s letter and is one of the schools that the 
DOE affirmed would implement a new secular curriculum in the 2016-17 school year. It did not. 
Oholei Torah provides zero secular education to its students, grades K-12.

After the DOE announced its investigation, yeshivas and Hasidic leaders formed a group called 
Parents for Educational and Religious Liberty in Schools (PEARLS) to “protect our sacred education.” 
The group is represented by a public relations firm and spent approximately $1 million on its cause 
within its first year. Its leaders include some of the most powerful ultra-Orthodox representatives in 
New York, as well as a former fundraiser for Mayor de Blasio.

While largely stonewalling Yaffed, the DOE worked with PEARLS to create a “plan” for improvement 
of yeshiva education, which the DOE would not share with Yaffed. A year after the “plan” was 
announced and supposedly was to be implemented in all 39 yeshivas named in Yaffed’s letter, 
secular education in those schools has not noticeably improved.

Meanwhile, Mayor de Blasio sent a letter to one of the worst 
offenders, yeshiva Oholei Torah, praising its “excellence” 
and “well-rounded education” in May 2017.

Yeshivas benefit from hundreds of millions of 
taxpayer dollars.

Federal money goes to yeshivas through: 
• Title I, II, and III, 
• Head Start and child care contracts,
• the E-rate telecommunications program, and 
• food programs such as the USDA Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Program (FFVP) and 

Child and Adult Care Food Program (CACFP).
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THIS REPORT THEREFORE RECOMMENDS…

These funds are not insignificant. For example, it is estimated that yeshivas receive $120 million a 
year from the state-funded, city-run Child Care Block Grant Subsidy Program -- nearly a quarter of 
the allocation to the entire city, and about fifteen percent of the state total.

These taxpayer dollars are on top of the tuition and private contributions that yeshivas receive.

Yeshivas have also benefited from some questionable financial practices. They have been 
investigated for misuse of millions of dollars of E-rate and CACFP funds, and one received hundreds 
of thousands of dollars from an illegal hotel run by one of its board members.

State and city funding is provided to yeshivas through: 
• Academic Intervention Services (AIS), 
• Nonpublic School Safety Equipment (NPSE), 
• Mandated Services Aid (MSA), 
• the Comprehensive Attendance Program (CAP), 
• EarlyLearn, 
• Universal Pre-K, 
• child care vouchers, and 
• New York City Council discretionary funds. 

Despite some Hasidic leaders’ fears that improving secular instruction in yeshivas would endanger 
the sanctity of their religious studies, several girls’ schools and a handful of yeshivas already provide 
a decent general education in combination with strong Jewish studies programs. Secular and 
religious education can coexist in yeshivas, just as they do in many Jewish day schools, Catholic 
schools, and Muslim schools.
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Beginning immediately (2017):
• The New York City Department of Education should establish a task force within 

the next six months to improve education in yeshivas.
• The DOE and NYSED should encourage and assist yeshivas in meeting all state 

requirements.
• Yeshivas should begin to annually increase the amount of time spent on secular 

studies per day by at least 30-45 minutes.

RECOMMENDATIONS (IN BRIEF)

By August 2018:
• The DOE task force should establish time-specific benchmarks for yeshivas to 

meet as they move toward compliance with state guidelines.

Yaffed believes that all yeshivas in New York City should meet all state laws 
and guidelines regarding educational standards. In order to do so...

By August 2019:
• The DOE and NYSED should discontinue all funding to schools not meeting bench-

marks.

By September 2020:
• Yeshivas should spend a minimum of 3 hours on secular studies in elementary 

schools and 2.5 hours in high schools.
• Yeshivas should teach all state-mandated subjects for each grade level.
• Yeshivas should administer Regents exams and provide diplomas to all high 

school graduates.
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See pp.64-66 for more detailed recommendations.

The DOE and NYSED should monitor compliance on a regular and on-
going basis. Both agencies should improve transparency to the public 
regarding funding provided to non-public schools, response to  
complaints, and monitoring of compliance.

For the sake of New York City’s children and families, for taxpayers 
throughout the city, state, and the nation, and in the interest of 
international law and the fundamental human right to education, 
New York cannot ignore this issue any longer.



BACKGROUND

A key concern among Orthodox Jews, the most strictly traditional denomination of Judaism, is 
maintaining the continuity of their religious culture.  The intensity of their efforts to maintain their 
traditions, however, varies by sub-sect. “Modern-Orthodox” Jews generally believe that it is possible to 
be exposed to and even interact with and share in the general culture without necessarily succumbing to 
its assimilating tendencies – if one is vigilant and powerfully rooted in Jewish practice, has connections 
to an Orthodox community, and has received a good Orthodox Jewish education. However, those 
on the Orthodox religious right commonly do not share that optimistic attitude, especially those that 
belong to the Hasidic communities described below.  Sometimes called “haredi” [anxious] Orthodox 
(or sometimes “ultra” Orthodox), many of them believe that cultural contact is dangerous and will 
ultimately lead to a slippery slope toward cultural assimilation and hence the demise of the Orthodox 
Jewish way of life.  To avoid this, they have generally espoused a social stance of cultural insulation, 
living in their own communities and enclaves, strictly controlling the education of their young, and 
limiting anything beyond instrumental contact with those who do not share their ways of life and 
values.  Wherever possible, they try to remain within their own institutions. 

Although the word “haredim” has gone through a number of changing denotative meanings, today 
most reserve its use for those Jews who claim they have refused to make any compromises or essential 
changes in the way they practice their Judaism from what the tradition has sanctified. Haredim, divided 
generally into Hasidim and the ultra-Orthodox Yeshiva Jews, are overwhelmingly endogamous. In 
almost every respect they demonstrate a fidelity to maintaining customs tied with their diaspora and 
non-American roots (among Hasidim this includes taking their identity from the name of some Eastern 
European locale and the charismatic leaders who hail from there). While Hasidim tend to be more 
pietistic and the Yeshiva world Jews stress Jewish scholarship, the distinctions between these two 
groups has been blurring over time. What they have in common far outweighs their subtle differences 
– although admittedly within the haredi world the “narcissism of small differences,” often leads to 
feuds and efforts to distinguish between Hasidim and non-Hasidim, as well as among various groups 
of Hasidim.

Beyond many instrumental means for separating themselves from others and identifying themselves 
with or distinct from other haredim, they also share a common heritage. This is especially the case 
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BACKGROUND

within the various Hasidic groups who connect themselves to their specific customs and folkways, while 
creating a kind of quasi kin-group with all those who hold a common allegiance to a particular rebbe, 
or charismatic leader.  Among those haredim who are not Hasidim, some of these same connections 
are experienced by those who are attached to a common yeshiva or who view themselves as students 
and disciples of particular yeshiva heads or sharing in a particular interpretive tradition. Thus a haredi is 
either a particular kind of Hasid or a member of a particular yeshiva community, follower of a particular 
rabbi’s interpretation of Jewish law.

Despite their differences, haredim share a psycho-social worldview.  This is their common perception 
of a world that opposes them and seeks to undermine their attachments to one another and to the 
tradition.  As one man said to me: “In today’s world, Yidn [Jews] are alone and Yiddishkeit is under 
attack.”  They see themselves “as a [lonely] force endlessly combating obstacles.”1  While a few haredim 
-- most prominently Lubavitcher/Chabad hasidim -- have tried to engage and reach out to this world in 
order to try to bring it in line with their image of what is authentic Judaism, most haredim are content 
to try to struggle against it by demanding it provide protections for their way of life or at the very least 
leave them alone.  They are convinced their way of defining Judaism is authoritative.

Such an aggressive assertion of the superiority of the past, when everyone else is in search for tomorrow, 
becomes a way to express distance from contemporary culture and ways of life.  One might say that in 
the Jewish world, haredim represent the most visibly and assertively unmeltable social group.

To achieve all this, haredi Orthodox Jews choose to live where they can create an insulated enclave 
governed by their own culture and values. So powerful is this insularity that the community purposely 
tries to limit (not always successfully) exposure to mass media, television and most recently the Internet, 
which they see as a two way window through which cultural contact with the world outside goes on, 
often to the detriment of the enclave culture.

In line with these views, Hasidic parents avoid public schools, where they cannot control their children’s 
social and cultural interactions. In public schools, curriculum is determined by state educational 
authorities, hiring policies are governed by state and federal laws. Even where the haredi Orthodox 
are a majority locally, they know they are outnumbered and subject to control when it comes to the 
content and character of public education. In public schools their children might receive an education 
for free (or as a consequence of the taxes they were paying anyway), but once there, because of the 
separation of religion and state, most Jewish educational classes cannot be taught. They also would 
likely interact with children enrolled who are not part of their Orthodox community and would be 
exposed to teachers who were not necessarily cultural insiders and whose values and views might be 
at odds with those of haredi Orthodoxy. Classes would be coeducational – unacceptable to haredi 
Orthodox norms – as a matter of law.

NON≠EQUIVALENT
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The outside influences would inevitably expose haredi Orthodox children – the most vulnerable and 
suggestible sector of their society – to ideas and ways of living that reflect cultural elements of America 
that they believe could undermine haredi Orthodoxy. In such schools, they might learn about the 
advantages of individual independence, about the right to challenge rabbinic authority, about cultural 
relativism, about sex education, about gay rights, about the values of cultural integration, about 
evolution, about the importance of a university education, about scientific findings that challenge 
Scriptural and religious ‘truths,’ about popular culture, and so on – all matters that the haredi Orthodox 
consider anathema. Accordingly, even in areas where Hasidic Jews gain positions on local school 
boards, they choose to abstain from free public education, for which their taxes were used, in favor 
of private Jewish schools where they could retain greater control over who and what went on in the 
schools so as to sustain their culture and in their own minds guarantee their future survival.  These 
schools are strictly gender segregated, reflecting the gender separation that is normative in strict 
haredi Orthodox culture. The boys’ schools tend to emphasize Talmudic education, while the girls 
are generally taught a more simplified and shorter version of religious studies, along with limited and 
carefully censored secular studies. 
 
While all Orthodox Jews have focused on the education of their children as a key element of continuity, 
eschewing public schools in which contact with teachers and students who do not share the Orthodox 
values and traditions might occur, Hasidic Orthodox (and some non-hasidic but haredi) Jews have been 
far more extreme in this behavior. They have, for example, downplayed the importance of creating a 
curriculum that might lead to college preparation and attendance where new ideas and unbridled 
inquiry, to say nothing of contact with outsiders, might occur (something about which the modern 
Orthodox who value a university degree disagree). Particularly in boys’ schools, where they advocate 
Talmud education as the main focus, they have emphasized Jewish learning over general education, 
often pursuing the latter at its most minimal level, relegating it to fewer class hours and the end of the 
day.  They hire only communal members as teachers, in an attempt to limit the exposure of their young 
to people who come from outside their cultural communities, believing that when individuals from one 
society are accepted within the social context of another society they inevitably bring with them their 
foreign artifacts, ideas, and values. In this way, Haredim maintain separation in a democratic society 
where all is accessible by both demonizing the outside culture and making sure their members lack the 
skills to succeed in that outside world.

In these private parochial schools, haredi Jews almost completely control the educational process. Yet 
private Orthodox education is an expensive proposition. Moreover, because one of the central values 
of haredi Orthodox life is to “be fruitful and multiply,” a Scriptural mandate, the educational economic 
burden is onerous for parents of large families. Yet the fact that they give their children a private 
education in spite of this burden demonstrates how important it is to them. 

NON≠EQUIVALENT
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There is an important communal factor that also helps explain why haredi Jews follow this norm, 
almost without exception. The haredi Orthodox world is highly conservative, demands a high level of 
conformity to group norms, and does not tolerate a high degree of individuation or deviance. Indeed, 
those who fail to maintain norms (which are often asserted to be based on religion and enforced by 
rabbinic authorities and social habits) whether in their behavior, appearance, values or the like are 
often stigmatized and may even be banned. The consequences of stigmatization include difficulties in 
participating in the system of arranged marriages, marginalization in society, and even sometimes in 
public social excommunication or shunning as well as financial sanctions. This complex web of social 
and cultural norms allow haredim to fulfill a quest to educate their children in institutions that aid with 
the social reproduction of the haredi world.  

Haredim have been traumatized by the events of the twentieth century perhaps more than any other 
group of Jews.   Centuries of antisemitism, secularization and assimilation in the nineteenth century, and 
finally the Holocaust have left those who those who remain most visibly traditional to view themselves 
as beleaguered survivors, or alternately, as the only ones to remain true to the past.

Modern haredi culture has created a feeling of “an intimate connection” with the past, one that 
increasingly provides continuity in an era marked by unremitting change.2 Their separatism is the 
product of a cultural, linguistic, religious, and, political autonomy that counterbalances the sense of 
precariousness that the events of history had fostered.3 This is just the sort of identity suited to people 
who see themselves as survivors. With only a fraction of their leadership surviving the war, post-
Holocaust, new world haredim have a special sense of mission.  They feel that they should and could 
resurrect the world they remember.  This tendency is intensified by feelings of having to live up to the 
idealized memories of their forebears.  It also means that the rules the contemporary world creates 
for behavior and its values are necessarily considered of a lower order and sometimes even with 
contempt. For Haredim, Torah and Torah leaders are the true arbiters of how to live a meaningful life. 
The struggle is to balance their beliefs with the very real pressures of living in a society regulated by 
very different values than their own.

NON≠EQUIVALENT
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BACKGROUND

Dating at least from 1925 (Pierce v. Society of Sisters 268 US 510), parents have a recognized right to 
educate children outside of the public school system. However, the same Supreme Court case that 
acknowledged that right also reinforced the state’s role in regulating the quality of education even in 
nonpublic schools. “No question is raised concerning the power of the state reasonably to regulate 
all schools, to inspect, supervise and examine them… that certain studies plainly essential to good 
citizenship must be taught…” Thus, states retain the right to ensure that all children have “a sound 
basic education,” as expressed in the New York State Constitution, and reiterated in cases such as 
Campaign for Fiscal Equity v. State of New York (86 NY2d 307, 316 [1995]). While children may attend 
religious or other private schools, states retain the right to regulate areas such as safety, length of time 
spent in class, and what subjects must be taught.

It is axiomatic that a sound basic education prepares children to speak, read, and write in the English 
language, and to understand enough history, mathematics, science, geography, and so forth, to act 
as intelligent citizens and to have a reasonable choice of occupation. Parents have a right, under the 
federal constitution, to add to the basic curriculum (Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923)) but not 
seriously to detract from it. Although New York State (NYS) laws permit children to leave school at age 
sixteen, it is nonetheless part of a sound basic education to offer children schooling that will permit 
them to graduate from high school or to pass the GED, and to go on to college if they desire. “If a child 
attends a nonpublic school or is being educated at home, the board of education of the school district 
in which the child resides must be assured that the child is receiving instruction which is substantially 
equivalent to that provided in the public schools. Thus, the board’s responsibility is to the children 
living in the district; it has no direct authority over a nonpublic school.”4

More specifically, NYS law requires that students attending nonpublic schools, including home 
schooling, attend for at least as many hours as their public school counterparts, attending for at least 
180 days a year. For purposes of state aid, days on which elementary students receive less than 5 
hours of instruction excluding lunch/recess and/or secondary students receive less than 5.5 hours of 
instruction excluding lunch, may not be included in the 180 days.5

The curriculum as well must be “substantially equivalent” to that of the local public school, and 
include, in the first eight years, “arithmetic, reading, spelling, writing, the English language, geography, 
United States history, civics, hygiene, physical training, the history of New York state, and science.” (NY 
Education Law Sec.3204) In secondary school, subjects must include “the English language and its use, 
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civics, hygiene, physical training, [and] American history including the Declaration of Independence 
and the Constitution of the United States.” (NY Education Law Sec.3204) In grades seven and eight, 
NYS law is even more specific; instruction in English, for example, must include at least 360 minutes a 
week.6 

As we see on pp.31-40 of this report, the yeshivas that are the object of Yaffed’s concern fail to meet 
any of these criteria. Boys, at best, receive some instruction in reading, writing, and arithmetic, but 
virtually none in the other subjects. Moreover, the entire secular curriculum (which is also to say, the 
entire classroom time in which the language of instruction is English) occupies at most 360 minutes a 
week. In many yeshivas, there is no secular instruction at all. As documented on p.40, boys typically 
leave these schools unable to read or write English, and unable to pass the GED.

Some may argue that sending their children to these religiously based schools, where the study of 
religious texts allows little or no time for secular learning, is a constitutionally protected parental 
choice. There is no question but that parents are choosing these schools for sincere religious reasons, 
and therefore one could argue that the choice is protected under the free exercise clause of the 1st 
Amendment. However, this is not a sustainable argument.

The right to freely exercise one’s religion is a pillar of American belief and enjoys considerable 
constitutional protection, but that right is not absolute, especially where children are involved. One 
may not marry one’s children off at age 10, refuse life-saving blood transfusions on their behalf, or 
otherwise drastically limit their future opportunities. The Supreme Court decision which governs the 
question of how much education parents are required to provide for their children, is the 1972 case, 
Wisconsin v. Yoder (406 U.S. 205). In Yoder the Court upheld the right of Amish parents not to school 
their children beyond eighth grade, where the legal requirement in Wisconsin was that children either 
graduate from high school or reach the age of sixteen. 

Yoder was decided by seven Justices; Powell and Rehnquist recused. Although the decision was 
unanimous, the reasoning was quite varied. Chief Justice Burger wrote the opinion for the Court; there 
was a partial dissent by Douglas and concurrences by Stewart and White.

The Court accepted Wisconsin’s “propositions” that education was required in order to prepare citizens 
to “participate effectively and intelligently in our open political system,” and to prepare them to be 
“self-reliant and self-sufficient,” but it nonetheless sided with the Amish, for two basic reasons. 

First, the Court noted that the Amish are “productive… members of society; they reject public welfare...” 
Wisconsin could not convincingly argue that Amish children would grow up to be dependent on the 
state. In contrast, Hasidic groups are greatly dependent on public welfare. The Satmar town of Kiryas 
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Joel is the poorest town in America, with about half the families receiving food stamps and a third 
eligible for Medicaid and housing subsidies.7 Similar trends are seen in New York City, as documented 
on pp.62-63.

Second, the Court believed that the “additional one or two years” of education between completion 
of eighth grade and leaving school at sixteen, were too slight to stand up against the Amish interest 
in the free exercise of their religion. White, in a concurrence joined by Brennan and Stewart, wrote 
that “This would be a very different case… if respondents’ claim were that their religion forbade their 
children from attending any school at any time and from complying in any way with the educational 
standards set by the State. Since the Amish children are permitted to acquire the basic tools of literacy 
to survive in modern society by attending grades one through eight, and since the deviation from the 
State’s compulsory education law is relatively slight, I conclude that respondents’ claim must prevail…”

In the case of the Satmar, Skverer, and similar groups, however, there is a large gap between actual 
learning and an adequate education. The Amish had full days of secular education from first through 
eighth grade. In contrast, most Hasidic boys receive only 90 minutes of secular education a day, from 
third through eighth grade, and some receive none at all.

White, echoing the concerns of Douglas in the latter’s partial dissent, defended the state’s obligation 
to support the potential of Amish children to reject their upbringing and to decide to become “nuclear 
physicists, ballet dancers, computer programmers, or historians,” or, in Douglas’s language, “pianists, 
astronauts, or oceanographers.” Thus, all of the Justices relied on the small gap between what the 
state required and what the Amish children received. At least four of the seven Justices believed that 
the proper role of the state is to “nurture and develop the human potential of its children… to expand 
their knowledge, broaden their sensibilities, kindle their imagination, foster a spirit of free inquiry, 
and increase their human understanding and tolerance… A State has a legitimate interest not only in 
seeking to develop the latent talents of its children, but also in seeking to prepare them for the lifestyle 
that they may later choose, or at least to provide them with an option other than the life they have led 
in the past.” It is hard to argue that Hasidic schools are set up to foster a spirit of free inquiry, nor to 
prepare boys for anything other than life within their community. (See p.31-40.)

Thus, the facts in Yoder, taken with the Justices’ reasoning, show that the Satmar would be very unlikely 
to prevail should their case come before the Court today.
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The lack of secular education in Hasidic yeshivas has been public knowledge for decades. In the 1990s, 
the New York Times published multiple articles that touched on the issue, including a 1994 article on 
yeshiva Oholei Torah that pointed out that the school “spurns all secular studies for its 340 young men, 
ages 13 to 20,” and “boys are expected to learn any science, mathematics or history on their own.”8

In 1999, the New York State Board of Regents held an unprecedented two-day meeting with non-
public schools, including yeshivas, paying special attention to the need for a mechanism to measure 
the schools’ academic performance. Education Commissioner Richard P. Mills noted his responsibility 
to ensure that private school students receive a high-quality education, and Regents Chancellor Carl 
Hayden said of non-public schools that there was “a good deal of surmise about their quality, because 
nobody knows for sure.”9 

Hasidic communities’ refusal to teach secular subjects in yeshivas has been called an “open secret,”10 
or hardly a secret at all,11 and to this day few deny it. Rabbi Dovid Zwiebel, Executive Vice President of 
Orthodox organization Agudath Israel, stated in his keynote address to the organization’s 2016 annual 
conference: 

Leaders of the communities speak of secular learning as unnecessary and of little value. While, to the 
government, yeshiva leaders have supposedly declared their commitment to alter their curricula to 
include more secular education,13 in Yiddish-language media their tune changes. A few months after a 
DOE spokesperson announced such a supposed commitment, Rabbi David Niederman, head of the 
United Jewish Organizations of Williamsburg and North Brooklyn (UJO) and a leader of the yeshiva 
organization Parents for Educational and Religious Liberty in Schools (PEARLS), told the Orthodox 
newspaper Der Yid that the Hasidim “must be strong together and not allow our education to be 
altered… The message must be clear; we won’t compromise.”14

The issue was raised directly to state officials in 2008 when a yeshiva graduate, who shared his 
correspondence with Yaffed on condition of anonymity, began contacting the New York State Education 

We know that, baruch hashem [thank God], in our 
yeshivas, we have a dual program of instruction, 
with many hours of the day, most of the hours of 
the day, devoted to limudei kodesh [sacred stud-
ies], and only a relatively small amount of time to 
limudei chol [general studies]...”12

“
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Department (NYSED) to inform them that his school, Oholei Torah, was not providing any secular 
education. The graduate asked NYSED to act so that future students would be able to receive the 
education he was denied. He was told that NYSED officials were aware of the issue but were unable 
to do anything about it. In 2014, he contacted NYSED again, along with the New York City Mayor’s 
Office, the City Council, and the federal Education Department. This time, NYSED responded that it 
was looking into his complaint. Each other agency responded that they had no jurisdiction over the 
matter. This was the last he heard from NYSED, and Oholei Torah continues to this day to provide zero 
secular education to its students.

Naftuli Moster, a graduate of yeshiva Machzikei Hadas Belz, first contacted NYSED in 2009 to alert the 
agency about the yeshivas’ failure to provide secular education to their students. Over the next few 
years, Moster contacted multiple state education officials, seeking action to remedy the problem. One 
NYSED official, Mary F. Sansaricq, confirmed to Moster that the New York City Department of Education 
(DOE) is responsible to ensure that the city’s non-public school students receive an education; another, 
Deborah Cunningham, told Moster that non-public schools “largely operate outside the scope of state 
mandated general education requirements and oversight.” NYSED took no action to address the issue 
of insufficient education for students in yeshivas.

In 2012 Moster, along with other individuals raised within the ultra-Orthodox communities of New 
York City, founded Young Advocates For Fair Education (Yaffed) with the goal of improving secular 
education in Hasidic and ultra-Orthodox schools. The organization reached out repeatedly to NYSED 
and the DOE. Over the course of the year, Yaffed met with two NYSED officials and two New York 
City superintendents whose districts included yeshivas that were not meeting standards. Each official 
promised to follow up with Yaffed, but none followed through on that promise. One of the NYSED 
officials, then-Deputy Commissioner for P-12 School Operations Charles Szuberla (now Monitor for 
the East Ramapo Central School District), wrote in June 2012 that he was continuing to look into the 
matter and that he would “ask for [Yaffed’s] assistance at the appropriate time.” This was the last time 
Szuberla responded to Yaffed.

For the next two years, Yaffed continued to advocate for yeshiva students’ right to education, but 
state and city agencies were unresponsive. Moster wrote to several state officials throughout 2012 
and 2013, with no result. Yaffed also posted billboards in Brooklyn to raise awareness within the 
Hasidic community.15 Meanwhile, another yeshiva graduate, Chaim Levin, published two articles in 
the Huffington Post Blog about the harm caused by yeshivas’ lack of formal education.16 DNAinfo 
published a series on the issue in January 2013,17 and WNYC also reported on it, noting that the U.S. 
Department of Education “has repeatedly complained about the lax oversight” of yeshivas by the New 
York City Department of Education.18
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In 2014, Yaffed joined with Attorney Norman Siegel, former director of the New York Civil Liberties 
Union (NYCLU), and issued a letter to New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio, DOE Chancellor Carmen 
Fariña, Governor Andrew Cuomo, and the New York State Attorney General, demanding that they 
begin enforcing state standards in yeshivas. For the first time in Siegel’s extensive career, there was no 
reply.19

On July 27, 2015, Yaffed and Siegel issued a second letter to the DOE. This letter was signed by 52 
former yeshiva students, parents of current students, and yeshiva teachers, and identified 39 New York 
City yeshivas that are not meeting state standards. This letter gained significant exposure in the press. 
Finally, after five years of advocacy by Yaffed and decades since the issue became public knowledge, 
the New York City Department of Education promised to investigate the yeshivas.

Although the DOE told the media that it would investigate Yaffed’s complaint, the agency did not 
respond to any of Yaffed’s calls or emails for the following four months. In December 2015, Yaffed was 
able to secure a meeting with DOE officials, in which the DOE promised to interview complainants and 
the DOE’s general counsel stated that a report on the investigation would be released in Spring 2016.

In January 2016, Yaffed met with DOE officials again and provided them with additional documentation 
of the lack of secular education in yeshivas. After hearing nothing further from the DOE for three months, 
with the DOE’s self-imposed deadline approaching, Yaffed held a press conference on the steps of 
City Hall and attended a meeting of the Panel for Educational Policy (PEP) to ask for accountability. The 
following day, representatives from the Mayor’s office reached out to set up a meeting. At the meeting, 
which included Yaffed representatives, City Hall representatives and a DOE representative, they 
acknowledged that the investigation had stalled but asserted that they were committed to restarting 
it with greater cooperation with Yaffed. Yaffed arranged for the DOE to interview several complainants. 
Chancellor Fariña promised at a City Council Education Committee hearing in May 2016 that a report 
would be released “in a month or so.”

Yaffed representatives addressed at least seven more Panel for Educational Policy meetings between 
May 2016 and July 2017. Representatives also spoke to NYSED Commissioner MaryEllen Elia in person 
at least three times during this period.

By July of 2016, the report was overdue and nowhere to be found. Instead, the DOE told Yaffed that 
it had created a plan in partnership with a newly formed organization called Parents for Educational 
and Religious Liberty in Schools (PEARLS). The plan had been developed without any consultation with 
Yaffed and did nothing to ensure that yeshivas would meet state standards. (See the box on p.22 for 
more information on PEARLS.)
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That August, when interviewed by the Forward magazine, DOE spokeswoman Devora Kaye stated that 
representatives of Hasidic yeshivas had “committed to begin altering their curricula to include better 
and more secular education as early as next year.” However, neither Kaye nor a representative of the 
schools would say how the schools would improve their secular education, nor would they provide a 
detailed timeline for the changes.20

Unfortunately, such inaction meant that yeshiva students were still denied their right to an education 
during the 2016-2017 school year. Parents of current students surveyed by Yaffed in July 2017 still 
reported secular instruction remaining far below state standards, showing little or no change from 
previous years. When the DOE conducted inspections, it worked with the yeshivas in advance to 
schedule a time for a formal visit, giving the schools plenty of time to prepare to appear to meet 
standards on inspection day. Yaffed asked the DOE from the beginning of the investigation to conduct 
unannounced visits, warning the agency of statements from numerous parents and former students 
that their yeshivas made significant changes on inspection days in order to conceal what was truly 
going on during the rest of the school year. 

At a March 2017 City Council Education Committee hearing, Chancellor Fariña refused to provide an 
updated timeline for the investigation. In an interview with the New York Daily News, the Chancellor 
asserted that the stalling of the yeshiva investigation was not political, but would not commit to issuing 
a public report before the November mayoral election.21
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PEARLS: PARENTS FOR EDUCATIONAL AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY IN SCHOOLS
In 2016, in response to Yaffed’s efforts and mounting pressure to reform yeshiva education, a group of yeshivas and parents founded 
an organization called Parents for Educational and Religious Liberty in Schools (PEARLS). According to a PEARLS news release, the 
organization was formed “to protect the right of parents to choose a religious education for their children” and “to improve the yeshiva 
curriculum while protecting the fundamental bedrock principle of religious learning.”i

PEARLS represents the 39 yeshivas named in Yaffed’s 2015 letter, and is headed by rabbis from several Hasidic sects. One leader, Rabbi 
Isaac Sofer, is the head of government relations for the Central United Talmudical Academy and a former fundraiser for Mayor de Blasio.ii

PEARLS is represented by Global Strategy Group,iii a public relations firm known as “a ubiquitous presence in New York’s circles of  
power.”iv PEARLS has also retained attorney Avi Schick and “hired a team of experts to formulate lessons in math and English that they 
are convinced will meet state standards.”v Within its first year the organization reportedly spent close to $1 million on the battle to 
“protect our sacred education” from the “threat” of government intervention.vi

In 2016, the DOE revealed that it had partnered with PEARLS to develop its own plan for reforming secular education in yeshivas. The 
“plan” consisted of new textbooks, a learning partners program, and an “updated curriculum.” The DOE would not share the new curric-
ulum with Yaffed, but as described it appeared to be almost identical to the old curriculum, still lacked any secular subjects other than 
English and math at the elementary level, and was still devoid of any secular education at the high school level. A DOE representative 
assured Yaffed in July 2016 that “all 39 [yeshivas named in Yaffed’s letter] are going to implement the new curriculum in September.” 
Still, at least some of the yeshivas have not.
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Determined to ensure the rights of these students before another class passes through the system, 
Yaffed took upon itself the task of reporting on yeshiva education. Perhaps in response to Yaffed’s 
pressure, in May 2017 the DOE promised to release an “interim report” by summer 2017, which it told 
Yaffed would mean July or August. In July, the DOE told the New York Daily News that its interim 
report would, in fact, be issued by September 22. Confronted about the investigation at a Harlem 
Town Hall meeting on August 2, Mayor de Blasio declared, “we are not finished in that process... 
we’ll have a lot more to say about that later in the year.”22 On August 25, at a CityLaw Breakfast with 
Chancellor Fariña, the Chancellor refused to answer a question about when the investigation would be 
completed, responding with “No comment.”23

The 2017-18 school year begins September 7.
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In July 2016, the DOE declared that it had already:
• Sent questionnaires and collected documentation from 

yeshivas
• Met with yeshiva leaders
• Visited yeshivas
• Met with yeshiva graduates

So why has it taken the DOE more than a year since 
then to release an interim report?



Mar. 6, 1994
The New York Times 
reports on a yeshiva, 
Oholei Torah in Crown 
Heights, Brooklyn, that 
"spurns all secular 
studies for its 340 young 
men, ages 13 to 20."

Apr. 21, 1997
The New York Times 
reports that, for the 
Hasidim, "The focus on 
religious studies results 
in children ending 
secular education at age 
13, curtailing job skills."

Jan. 14, 1999
The New York State 
Board of Regents spends 
an unprecedented two 
days of its monthly 
meeting on the state's 
non-public schools; 
Regents chancellor Carl 
Hayden says that the 
state needed a 
mechanism to measure 
their performance.

2008
A Brooklyn yeshiva 
graduate contacts the NY 
State Department of 
Education (NYSED) to ask 
for action to change his 
school's complete lack of 
secular education, and is 
told that "they were fully 
aware of this unlawful 
situation but were unable 
to do anything about it," 
citing local politicians' 
unwillingness to act for 
fear of losing the 
community's block vote.

2009
Naftuli Moster begins 
contacting New York 
City Department of 
Education (DOE) officials 
to make them aware of 
the many yeshivas in 
New York failing to 
provide students with a 
basic education.

2010 – 2011
Naftuli Moster reaches 
out to NYSED and the 
NYC DOE outlining the 
problem and requesting 
that they act to improve 
the situation.

Aug. 10, 2012
Young Advocates for 
Fair Education (Yaffed) 
is founded.

2012
Yaffed meets with 
NYSED and DOE 
officials. Several promise 
to follow up, but Yaffed 
is unable to obtain any 
updates.

2013
Yaffed attempts to 
contact NYSED and the 
DOE to follow up on its 
concerns about secular 
education in yeshivas, 
but neither agency 
responds. No action is 
taken by either agency 
to improve yeshiva 
education.

May – Jul. 2014
The yeshiva graduate 
who contacted NYSED in 
2008 again contacts 
NYSED, as well as NYC’s 
Mayor, the City Council, 
and the U.S. Secretary of 
Education. NYSED says it 
is “looking into” the 
complaint.

Dec. 2014
Yaffed and Attorney 
Normal Siegel issue a 
letter to the NYC mayor, 
NY governor, the 
attorney general, and the 
NYC DOE, demanding 
the enforcement of 
standards in yeshivas. For 
the first time in Siegel’s 
career, there is no reply.

July 2015
Yaffed issues a letter to 
the NYC DOE and 
others, signed by 52 
yeshiva graduates, 
parents, and teachers, 
identifying 39 yeshivas 
not meeting standards.

Jul. 28, 2015
DOE officials confirm 
to the New York Jewish 
Week that they will 
investigate Yaffed's 
complaint.

Aug. 2015
A DOE spokesman tells 
the Jewish Week that the 
investigation would 
begin "soon." In the 
following 6 months, the 
DOE would not release 
any information on the 
investigation, except to 
say that investigators 
were approaching the 
task as "partners" rather 
than as investigators.

Aug. – Nov. 2015
Yaffed attempts many 
times to follow up with 
the NYC DOE on its 
promised investigation 
by phone and email. 
Dozens of calls and 
emails to the DOE and to 
the Chancellor go 
unanswered. 

Sep. 2015
Jackson Heights City 
Councilman Daniel 
Dromm becomes the 
first politician to take a 
stand, vowing to do 
everything in his power 
to ensure that the DOE 
investigation is 
thorough.

Dec. 2015
NY State Senator David 
Carlucci and 
Assemblyman Kenneth 
Zebrowski introduce a 
bill that would create an 
enforcement mechanism 
for equivalent instruction 
education standards in 
nonpublic schools. The 
bill does not pass out of 
committee.

Dec. 2015
DOE officials meet with 
Yaffed and promise a 
report by the end of 
spring 2016.

Dec. 2015
Yaffed meets again with 
DOE officials to provide 
them with more 
information on the issue, 
and with school records 
evidencing the lack of 
secular education.

Feb. 2016
The Jewish Week asks 
the DOE for an update 
on the investigation, and 
the spokesman says only  
that "the investigation is 
ongoing."

Feb. 2016
One of two DOE 
employees assigned to 
the investigation, former 
General Counsel 
Courtenaye 
Jackson-Chase, leaves 
the department without 
notifying Yaffed.

Apr. 6, 2016
Yaffed holds a press 
conference on the steps 
of City Hall, demanding 
accountability. 

Apr. 2016
Yaffed attends its first 
Panel for Education 
Policy (PEP) meeting and 
presents to the panel. 
Chancellor Fariña says 
decisions will be coming 
shortly. The next day, the 
DOE re-establishes 
contact with Yaffed and 
Yaffed arranges for the 
DOE to interview 14 
complainants.

May 2016
Assemblywoman Ellen 
Jaffee introduces a bill 
"to give teeth to existing 
legislation that already 
requires nonpublic 
schools to teach subjects 
similar to those taught in 
public schools." It does 
not pass.

May 21, 2016
In a City Council 
Education Committee 
hearing, Chancellor 
Fariña promises that a 
report will be released 
“in a month or so.”

Jul. 2016
Parents for Educational 
and Religious Liberty in 
Schools (PEARLS) is 
formed. The DOE meets 
with PEARLS and unveils 
a plan created in 
partnership with 
PEARLS, involving 
“updated curricula” and 
new textbooks, but 
which would not ensure 
that yeshivas meet 
requirements.

Aug. 2016
Interviewed by the 
Forward, DOE 
spokeswoman Devora 
Kaye says that 
representatives of Hasidic 
yeshivas had "committed 
to begin altering their 
curricula to include better 
and more secular 
education as early as next 
year," but would not say 
how the education 
provided by the schools 
would change.

Mar. 2017
Chancellor Fariña, 
interviewed by the New 
York Daily News, "would 
not commit to issuing a 
public report on the 
investigation's findings 
before the November 
mayoral election."

Spring/Summer 2017
Yaffed continues to 
address PEP meetings, 
confronts Chancellor 
Fariña, and meets with 
DOE officials, seeking 
accountability and asking 
for updates on the 
investigation (now a year 
overdue).

May 18, 2017
The DOE promises to 
release an interim report 
in the summer of 2017.

TIMELINE OF        RELEVANT EVENTS



Mar. 6, 1994
The New York Times 
reports on a yeshiva, 
Oholei Torah in Crown 
Heights, Brooklyn, that 
"spurns all secular 
studies for its 340 young 
men, ages 13 to 20."

Apr. 21, 1997
The New York Times 
reports that, for the 
Hasidim, "The focus on 
religious studies results 
in children ending 
secular education at age 
13, curtailing job skills."

Jan. 14, 1999
The New York State 
Board of Regents spends 
an unprecedented two 
days of its monthly 
meeting on the state's 
non-public schools; 
Regents chancellor Carl 
Hayden says that the 
state needed a 
mechanism to measure 
their performance.

2008
A Brooklyn yeshiva 
graduate contacts the NY 
State Department of 
Education (NYSED) to ask 
for action to change his 
school's complete lack of 
secular education, and is 
told that "they were fully 
aware of this unlawful 
situation but were unable 
to do anything about it," 
citing local politicians' 
unwillingness to act for 
fear of losing the 
community's block vote.

2009
Naftuli Moster begins 
contacting New York 
City Department of 
Education (DOE) officials 
to make them aware of 
the many yeshivas in 
New York failing to 
provide students with a 
basic education.

2010 – 2011
Naftuli Moster reaches 
out to NYSED and the 
NYC DOE outlining the 
problem and requesting 
that they act to improve 
the situation.

Aug. 10, 2012
Young Advocates for 
Fair Education (Yaffed) 
is founded.

2012
Yaffed meets with 
NYSED and DOE 
officials. Several promise 
to follow up, but Yaffed 
is unable to obtain any 
updates.

2013
Yaffed attempts to 
contact NYSED and the 
DOE to follow up on its 
concerns about secular 
education in yeshivas, 
but neither agency 
responds. No action is 
taken by either agency 
to improve yeshiva 
education.

May – Jul. 2014
The yeshiva graduate 
who contacted NYSED in 
2008 again contacts 
NYSED, as well as NYC’s 
Mayor, the City Council, 
and the U.S. Secretary of 
Education. NYSED says it 
is “looking into” the 
complaint.

Dec. 2014
Yaffed and Attorney 
Normal Siegel issue a 
letter to the NYC mayor, 
NY governor, the 
attorney general, and the 
NYC DOE, demanding 
the enforcement of 
standards in yeshivas. For 
the first time in Siegel’s 
career, there is no reply.

July 2015
Yaffed issues a letter to 
the NYC DOE and 
others, signed by 52 
yeshiva graduates, 
parents, and teachers, 
identifying 39 yeshivas 
not meeting standards.

Jul. 28, 2015
DOE officials confirm 
to the New York Jewish 
Week that they will 
investigate Yaffed's 
complaint.

Aug. 2015
A DOE spokesman tells 
the Jewish Week that the 
investigation would 
begin "soon." In the 
following 6 months, the 
DOE would not release 
any information on the 
investigation, except to 
say that investigators 
were approaching the 
task as "partners" rather 
than as investigators.

Aug. – Nov. 2015
Yaffed attempts many 
times to follow up with 
the NYC DOE on its 
promised investigation 
by phone and email. 
Dozens of calls and 
emails to the DOE and to 
the Chancellor go 
unanswered. 

Sep. 2015
Jackson Heights City 
Councilman Daniel 
Dromm becomes the 
first politician to take a 
stand, vowing to do 
everything in his power 
to ensure that the DOE 
investigation is 
thorough.

Dec. 2015
NY State Senator David 
Carlucci and 
Assemblyman Kenneth 
Zebrowski introduce a 
bill that would create an 
enforcement mechanism 
for equivalent instruction 
education standards in 
nonpublic schools. The 
bill does not pass out of 
committee.

Dec. 2015
DOE officials meet with 
Yaffed and promise a 
report by the end of 
spring 2016.

Dec. 2015
Yaffed meets again with 
DOE officials to provide 
them with more 
information on the issue, 
and with school records 
evidencing the lack of 
secular education.

Feb. 2016
The Jewish Week asks 
the DOE for an update 
on the investigation, and 
the spokesman says only  
that "the investigation is 
ongoing."

Feb. 2016
One of two DOE 
employees assigned to 
the investigation, former 
General Counsel 
Courtenaye 
Jackson-Chase, leaves 
the department without 
notifying Yaffed.

Apr. 6, 2016
Yaffed holds a press 
conference on the steps 
of City Hall, demanding 
accountability. 

Apr. 2016
Yaffed attends its first 
Panel for Education 
Policy (PEP) meeting and 
presents to the panel. 
Chancellor Fariña says 
decisions will be coming 
shortly. The next day, the 
DOE re-establishes 
contact with Yaffed and 
Yaffed arranges for the 
DOE to interview 14 
complainants.

May 2016
Assemblywoman Ellen 
Jaffee introduces a bill 
"to give teeth to existing 
legislation that already 
requires nonpublic 
schools to teach subjects 
similar to those taught in 
public schools." It does 
not pass.

May 21, 2016
In a City Council 
Education Committee 
hearing, Chancellor 
Fariña promises that a 
report will be released 
“in a month or so.”

Jul. 2016
Parents for Educational 
and Religious Liberty in 
Schools (PEARLS) is 
formed. The DOE meets 
with PEARLS and unveils 
a plan created in 
partnership with 
PEARLS, involving 
“updated curricula” and 
new textbooks, but 
which would not ensure 
that yeshivas meet 
requirements.

Aug. 2016
Interviewed by the 
Forward, DOE 
spokeswoman Devora 
Kaye says that 
representatives of Hasidic 
yeshivas had "committed 
to begin altering their 
curricula to include better 
and more secular 
education as early as next 
year," but would not say 
how the education 
provided by the schools 
would change.

Mar. 2017
Chancellor Fariña, 
interviewed by the New 
York Daily News, "would 
not commit to issuing a 
public report on the 
investigation's findings 
before the November 
mayoral election."

Spring/Summer 2017
Yaffed continues to 
address PEP meetings, 
confronts Chancellor 
Fariña, and meets with 
DOE officials, seeking 
accountability and asking 
for updates on the 
investigation (now a year 
overdue).

May 18, 2017
The DOE promises to 
release an interim report 
in the summer of 2017.

TIMELINE OF        RELEVANT EVENTS



BACKGROUND

One of a set of ads run by the Small Business 
Coalition in Hamodia, The Jewish Press, Torah 
Times, and other papers during the 2013 election 
season.

Some have suggested that political officials court Hasidic votes and may avoid taking actions that 
displease Hasidic community leaders because of the community’s tendency to vote as a bloc.24 Hasidic 
leaders have been called “politically powerful,”25 and it is believed that politicians seek to appease 
them in order to gain the votes of their followers. Mayor de Blasio, in particular, allegedly “panders to 
religious interests,” and specifically to the leaders of religious schools.26

The Hasidic community proudly refers to itself as a “bloc vote” and openly encourages community 
members to vote in large numbers in order to have political sway, particularly with regard to education.

NON≠EQUIVALENT

26

Advertisement apparently circulated among 
Williamsburg Hasidim on September 13, 2016, 
shared publicly on Facebook by Satmar activist 
Gary Schlesinger and on Twitter by @HQSatmar on 
September 14, 2016

Translation: 
Coalition of schools and communities - Bloc Vote - 
The people of our community in Williamsburg

Today!

Williamsburg residents united...

POLITICS



BACKGROUND

Note sent home to families of students at Satmar’s 
United Talmudical Academy, Torah V’Yirah, 
September 12, 2016

Translation:
We are now more than ever dependent on the 
sympathy and help from government officials in order 
to be able to hold on to the holy education which is 
currently under heavy attacks, and who knows what 
the day will bring…

It is therefore critically important to bring out a large 
number of votes which demonstrates to the elected 
officials that we are interested in their representation 
of our neighborhood.

If, God forbid, our turnout is weak, we can 
suffer badly as a result, and it can bring serious 
consequences to the holy education...

NON≠EQUIVALENT
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Flyer apparently circulated among Hasidim, date unknown

Translation:
Residents of Williamsburg,

There’s a terrible danger to the education of our sons and 
daughters like never before. Yesterday a group announced 
they partnered with a huge law firm to sue in court that 
our education is in violation of the law. They want to force 
the city to tell us what to learn with our children, and God 
forbid force us to teach things that go against the Torah. 
Unfortunately parents face tough decree like the education 
in Montreal, Belgium, and London, and we must also 
prepare for a difficult battle.

In such a time, it is more important than ever to have 
sympathetic representatives who respect and will defend 
our rights, to stand steadfast not to give in to the agitators.

Today is the primary election when we need to bring out 
the maximum number of votes for state senator Dillan 
and the other endorsed candidates to prove that the 
community is united to show appreciation to those who 
help them.

God should help we should overcome these agitations 
and be able to continue the education of our daughters 
according to our traditions.

Sincerely, The humble Moshe David Niederman



BACKGROUND

Yeshiva education appears to be one issue that politicians prefer not to touch. As far back as the 1990s, 
education officials, including State Education Commissioner Richard P. Mills and Regents Chancellor 
Carl Hayden, were aware of the lack of oversight of nonpublic schools and of their responsibility to 
ensure that nonpublic school students receive a quality education.27 Commissioner Mills recommended 
in 2000 that the Regents adopt a proposal for increased accountability for student success in nonpublic 
schools.28 Yet, NYSED and the DOE have continued to take a hands-off approach to yeshivas.

In the midst of the yeshiva investigation, Mayor de Blasio sent a letter to yeshiva Oholei Torah in 
honor of its 60th anniversary, praising the school for its “excellence” and its contribution to “well-
rounded education.”29 Oholei Torah is one of the 39 yeshivas named in Yaffed’s 2015 letter, and by 
many accounts is one of the worst offenders, providing no secular instruction even to its elementary 
school students. 

NON≠EQUIVALENT
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BACKGROUND

Rabbi Aaron Teitelbaum, speech published in Kol Hisachduseinu newsletter, May 4, 2016, p.35-36

Translation:
...several worthless people from our own who have studied in Hasidic yeshivas...went and snitched to the 
governments of NYC and NYS with complaints that the students of the yeshivas, of all yeshivas (elementary 
and middle school) are not learning enough general studies as required by law...Until now there were also 
strict laws, but because we live in a kingdom of generosity/tolerance, to put it bluntly, they simply turned a 
blind eye to what’s going on by the Jewish children. They didn’t want to look, the friendly kingdom. Now, 
too, they’d continue doing that, the government would have continued, they’re happy not to look and not 
to know. But these worthless people are stirring up in various ways and are demanding in court, forcing 
the government that they should take a stance, which the government doesn’t even want.

Although she denied that the stalling of the yeshiva investigation is politically motivated, New York City 
Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña would not commit to issuing a report before the November mayoral 
election when interviewed by the New York Daily News in March 2017. She would not explain the delay, 
except to say that the investigation “takes time.”30

In fact, Hasidic leaders have expressed their belief that government officials do not care to regulate 
yeshivas at all — and the leaders prefer to keep it that way. Grand Rabbi Aaron Teitelbaum of the 
Satmar Hasidic sect, in a speech to his followers on May 4, 2016, stated that New York’s government 
had thus far “turned a blind eye” to Jewish schools, and if not for the complaints of the last few years 
“the government would have continued, they’re happy not to look and not to know.”31 However, the 
mandate of the Department of Education is to look out for the rights of all students in its purview, 
whether or not it is politically expedient to do so.
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 לה |          תשע"ו לפ"קאחרי  פרשת 

שלעכטע שריט, אזוי איז געווען זיבן און ס'איז 

געפאלן פון זיבן אויף זעקס, דאס איז גם לי גם לך לא 

ל התורה איז געפאלן פון דריי אויף צוויי, יהיה, פון דג

אזוי דו געבסט מיר נישט וועל איך דיר צוריק 

דערלאנגען, דאס איז די מציאות ווער ס'קען די 

יהדות התורה האט  -פאליטיק אין ארץ ישראל. 

  אנשטאטס זיבן נאר זעקס.

מן הימים פארשטייט יעדער איינער היינט  בבוא

שלום מאכן דער, ווייל מארגן, וועט   מארגן איבער

מיט מיין געוועזענער שונא זענען מיר איבערמארגן 

היינט מיין פריינט, און מ'וועט שלום מאכן, און 

מ'וועט צוריק גיין אין די גיין אין די וואלן, מ'וועט 

האבן א חבר הכנסת, מ'האט אמאל אונטערגעשריבן 

פאר די בחירות, און וועט אין עתיד מסתם ווייטער 

ערשרייבן. איך וויל זאגן פארן ציבור, זיי זענען אונט

  ווייט אין די השקפה פון די ריכטיגע ריינע השקפה.

פאלאטישנס פארשטיין אז דא  פארשידענע

איז א ענין פון קנאות לשם שמים, ממילא אונז דארף 

זיך צושטעלן צו די מחלקה צו די מלחמה, מ'לייגט א 

תורה פארטיי,  פאר די בני -יד עזרה פאר די פארטיי 

און שטיצן זייער צייטונג, האפן גערעדט זייער צייטונג 

איז א ציוניסטישע צייטונג פונקט ווי די אנדערע 

צייטונג, נישט קיין חילוק, דער אויף די זייט און דער 

אויף די זייט, די פארשטיין ווייל די האבן גענומען אז 

ותנים זיי באקעמפן גיוס, ממילא דארף אונז זיין די מח

פון די פארטיי, כ'וויל זאגן אונז האבן מיר נישט קיין 

שייכות אין די מחלוקת, אונז האבן נישט קיין שייכות 

צו מחלקה שאינה לשם שמים, אונז נעמען נישט קיין 

צד לא לכאן ולא לכאן, נישט אויף די זייט און נישט 

אויף די זייט, ביי אונז זענען ביידע אייניג. אונז האבן 

ט גענומען קיין צד ווען אין אגודת ישראל איז ניש

געווען א מחלוקה, יא רוטאציע נישט רוטאציע ווער 

ס'געדענקט פאר אפאר יאר צוריק, יעדער פון אונז 

האט פארשטאנען ס'איז אונז נישט נוגע, אונז האבן 

  מיר נישט קיין חלק אין די מחלוקה.

ך יא ארויסברענגען איין נקודה, ס'האט זי כ'וויל

אזוי געפירט אז מ'האט געעפנט לכבוד דעם א תלמוד 

תורה אין בני ברק, א תלמוד תורה וואס איז אויף 

טהרת הקודש וואס זיי נעמען נישט געלט פון די 

ממשלה, אונז טוהן מיר זיי מקבל פנים זיין מיט 

אפענע ארעמעס, מיט זרועות פתוחות, און מיט א יד 

דארף שטיצן די מוסד. נדיבה, און אונז זאגן מיר אז מ'

איך זאג נאך מער ומי יתן אז די ישיבה וואס דער ראש 

פון די פארטיי שטייט בראש, זאל אויפהערן צו נעמען 

תמיכה פון די ממשלה, און ער וועט מקדש זיין מיט 

  דעם שם שמים ברבים.

*  

  גזירת החינוך באמעריקא

אבער ארויסברענגען וואס גייט פאר  מ'דארף

יקע, בעוה"ר זייער ווייטאגליך צו רעדן דא אין אמער

דערפון, זענען אויפגעשטאנען בני בליעל מקרבינו די 

וואס האבן געלערנט אין חסידישע תלמוד תורה'ס, 

און ליידער ליידער זענען זיי אנגעקומען איך וויל נישט 

זאגן ווי, די האבן באשלאסן צו נעמען מלחמה אין 

ו יארק, זיי זענען גאנצן יהדות החרדית אין גאנץ ני

אוועקגעגאנגען אין מלשינות אין רעגירונג אין שטאט 

ניו יארק און אין גאנץ סטעט ניו יארק, מיט מלשינות 

אז די תלמידי תלמודי תורה אלע תלמיד תורה'ס 

קינדער לערנען נישט גענוג לימודי חול אזוי ווי די 

רעגירונג פארלאנגט. די וואך האט מען אריינגעטראגן 

ארשלאג געזעץ אין אלבני, וואס נעמט ארום אלע א פ

 -נישט די פאבליק סקול  -בתי חינוך די פריוואטע 

אלע בתי חינוך פון די אינגלעך און פון די מיידלעך, א 

נייע געזעץ אז די רעגירונג זאל שטעלן א משגיח אויף 

די בתי חינוך, אכטונג צו געבן וואס מ'לערנט וויפיל 

כמות, השגחה שלימה מיט מ'לערנט, באיכות וב

הקפדה מליאה, ס'איז ארויסגעשריבן אזוי ברחל בתך 

הקטנה, דער האט געוואוסט וואס צו שרייבן. חלילה 

אויב דאס ווערט א געזעץ מיינט דאס א שלאס חלילה 

וחלילה אויף אלע תלמוד תורה'ס אין ניו יארק 

 

    תשע"ו לפ"קאחרי  פרשת|            לו

סטעיט, נישט חינוך הבנים נאר חינוך הבנות, ווייל די 

ץ שרייבט פאר וואס די לימודים זענען, ווער די געזע

טישערס זאלן זיין אזוי ווי אין פאבליק סקול טישערס, 

פארשטייט יעדער איינער וואס דאס מיינט, און די 

השקפת החיים וואס מ'לערנט אין פאבליק סקול, 

ס'איז שווער ארויס צוזאגן מיטן מויל, מ'קען נישט 

ען, די וואך אלעס ארויסזאגן, דאס פאדערט מ

אריינגעטראגן ס'זאל זיין אזא מין געזעץ, ניו יארק זאל 

איינפירן אזא געזעץ, ה' ירחם וואס דא וועט זיין. מ'מוז 

ארויסברענגן מ'זאל וויסן אין וואספארא סכנה 

מ'געפינט זיך, און מ'דארף יעדן טאג מתפלל זיין אז די 

רשעים זאלן נישט לייגן די הענט אויף אידישע 

  ער דא אין אמעריקע.קינד

די נייע געזעץ איז שוין דא גענוג א  אויסער

גרויסע סכנה פון די עקזעסטירנ'דיגע חוקים, ביז יעצט 

איז אויך דא גענוג שטרענגע געזעצן, נאר מ'האט 

געלעבט אין א מלכות של חסד, פשוט ארויסצוזאגן 

זיי מעלים עין געווען וואס טוהט זיך ביי די אידישע 

יי האבן נישט געוואלט קוקן, א מלכות של קינדער, ז

חסד, יעצט וואלט זיי אויך ווייטער גיין, די רעגירונג 

וואלט ממשיך געווען, זיי זענען צופרידן זיי קוקן נישט 

און וויסן נישט, די אנשי בליעל זיי פארפירן באופנים 

שונים, און פאדערן גיין אין געריכט צווינגען די 

לן נעמען שטעלונג, וואס די רעגירונג, אז זיי זא

  רעגירונג וויל דאס ניטאמאל.

זיך אזוי ס'וועט גארנישט זיין, די וואך  ס'דאכט

אין לאנדאן ענגלאנד, האט א קארט געפסקנט אויף א 

תלמוד תורה אין סטעמפארד היל, אז זיי טארן מער 

נישט אריינעמען קיין תלמידים אין די תלמוד תורה, 

ענוג לימודי חול, און מ'לערנט ווייל מ'לערנט נישט ג

נישט אלע עניני שיקוץ ותועבה, און די ריכטער האט 

זיך נישט געשעמט צו זאגן, אז א תלמוד תורה וואס 

מ'דעקט איבער די הענט און די פיס פון עזרת נשים, 

דאס איז נישט קיין נארמאלע תלמוד תורה, דאס 

 נישט קיין נארמאלע סקול, דאס ברענגט נישט ארויס

די מענטש לויט די גוי'אישע השגה, דאס איז היינט צו 

טאג אין לאנדאן, נישט אין קיין קאמוניסטישן 

  רוסלאנד.

רעגירונג ווען זיי הייבן זיך אן אריינצומישן אין  די

די סדר הלימודים, ה' ירחם, וואס הייסט ביי זיי סדר 

הלימודים, וואס הייסט ביי זיי נארמאלקייט. ס'איז דא 

אלדיגע סכנה חלילה אז ס'זאל נישט אנקומען א געוו

אהער קיין ניו יארק, ס'איז א געוואלדיגע עת צרה 

ליעקב, געוואלדיג, מ'דארף אסאך מתפלל זיין פארן 

הייליגען באשעפער, אז מ'זאל נישט טשעפן די חינוך 

  פון אונזערע קינדער.

ס'איז דא עסקנים וואס זיי טוהן פעולות  אמת

דענע השתדלות, זעהן די זאך לטובה, און פארשי

אפצוהאלטן בעוד מועד, דער אויבערשטער זאל זיי 

העלפן היינט אין די יארצייט פונעם טאט'ן ז"ל זכותו 

יגן עלינו, מ'זאל נישט קענען טשעפען אידישע 

קינדער, די חינוך פון אידישע קינדער, די עסקנים זאלן 

יום מצליח זיין וואס ס'ענגט דא אויפן וואגשאל די ק

פון אלע בתי חינוך הן פאר חינוך הבנים און הן חינוך 

הבנות. דער אויבערשטער זאל העלפן אין זכות פון די 

צדיקים וואס זיי האבן אויפגעשטעלט די בתי חינוך, 

דא אין אונזער מדינה, זאלן מגין זיין אז מ'זאל נישט 

קענען מזיק זיין די חינוך, אבער חלילה מאכן עפעס א 

ון דער אויבערשטער זאל האלטן די רעכטע שינוי, א

האנט אויף אלע אידישע קינדער בכל מקום שהם, 

מ'זאל זיי קענען מחנך זיין מגדל זיין לתורה וליראת 

  שמים.

*  

  החזקת כולל עצי חיים

היינט די יארצייט פון טאטן ז"ל, דער  ס'איז

טאטע ז"ל האט צוריק אויפגעשטעלט די כולל עצי 

ן פון זיידן ז"ל, ביים טאטן איז דאס חיים, אויפן נאמע

געווען בבת עינו, געוואלדיג חשוב די כוחות און געלט 

פאר די כולל. די כולל פאר זיך אין בני ברק איז זייער א 

חשובער כולל, דאס איז די כולל אין בני ברק פאר 
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They’re literally turning a blind eye to thousands of 
kids not getting an education. We did not read or 
write in English. No math classes, no science class-
es. None of the secular studies at all.”

– Mendel Vogel, yeshiva graduate

“



THE CURRENT STATE OF YESHIVA EDUCATION

The education in most New York Hasidic yeshivas is far from “substantially equivalent” 
to a public school education.

In contrast to New York public schools, and to the New York State Education Department’s guidelines 
for non-public schools, Hasidic yeshivas provide little or no general education in secular subjects such 
as English, math, science, and history. Among boys’ schools, very low grades and high grades provide 
no secular education. In between, typically from age 7 to age 12, boys receive 90 minutes of secular 
studies. Once they reach high school, most boys receive no secular studies at all, even though they 
spend up to 14 hours a day in yeshiva. 

Girls’ schools tend to provide a slightly better education in secular subjects. Women are not religiously 
commanded to study Jewish texts – as men are in Rabbinic Judaism – so they do not spend as much 
time in the day on religious studies and more time is available (3 to 4 hours is common) for secular 
subjects. However, Hasidic girls are expected to become homemakers, so they are discouraged from 
taking secular academics seriously.

When yeshivas do provide secular instruction, it is in the evening, when the students are already 
exhausted after a full day of religious studies. Secular classes only take place 4 days per week, because 
yeshivas end classes early on Fridays to prepare for the Sabbath. The hour or 90 minutes of secular 
studies encompasses a small amount of English reading, spelling, and basic mathematics, rarely 
including any other subjects, and often far below the state standards for the grade level at which 
they are taught. Even English classes may be taught primarily in Yiddish, sometimes by unqualified 
instructors who may have come up through the same yeshiva system with almost no secular education 
to speak of.

Hasidic community leaders consider secular studies less important, or even a waste of time, tum’ah 
(impurity), and bittul Torah (time that should be spent learning Torah). The sentiment is expressed by 
yeshiva administrators and teachers and echoed by students, so that secular studies hours are treated 
as free time by restless students, with sanction or apathy from school administration.

With only 4 hours per week of unqualified instruction in the most basic of secular subjects, students 
in Hasidic yeshivas – especially boys – are not being educated at a level that meets state guidelines. 
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THE CURRENT STATE OF 
YESHIVA EDUCATION



THE CURRENT STATE OF YESHIVA EDUCATION

In a recent survey of 116 yeshiva graduates and parents of current students, of which 49 attended 
Hasidic yeshivas in New York City, not a single respondent said that their New York City school provided 
education in every subject required by the state. In elementary school, 65% those who attended 
Hasidic yeshivas in New York City reported having received some education in English reading, 61% 
in English writing, and 65% in arithmetic. Less than a quarter (24%) reported learning U.S. History, and 
only 2% learned New York History. Only 8% of Hasidic boys in NYC received instruction in science, and 
10% were taught geography. None recalled any education in art, nor in music. 

Of the respondents who attended elementary-level yeshivas for boys in New York City, 27% said they 
received no secular education at all in elementary school. Yeshiva Oholei Torah in Crown Heights 
was named by more than a dozen individuals for providing no secular education at all, even at the 
elementary level.

Required Subjects: Elementary School

NYSED GUIDELINES FOR DETERMINING EQUIVALENCY OF INSTRUCTION 
IN NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS

NON≠EQUIVALENT
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In grades 1-6 the following subjects must be taught:

• Arithmetic
• English language
• Reading
• Spelling
• Writing
• Music
• Geography
• Health education
• Physical education
• Science
• United States history
• New York State history
• Visual arts

(NYSED Guidelines for Non-Public Schools)

You have kids right now who are not learning a word 
of English, not math, not science, not history, not 
geography. It’s a catastrophe.” 

– Chaim Levin, yeshiva graduate

“
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THE CURRENT STATE OF YESHIVA EDUCATION

For many yeshivas, grades 7 and 8 are the beginning of the end, so to speak, of secular studies. For 
the majority of Hasidic boys, secular studies stop altogether at the age of 12 or 13, when they and 
their classmates are becoming bar mitzvah. This means that as they reach kita chess or kita tess (which 
translate to 7th and 8th grade in the public school system) their secular education often ends. Jay 
Fishman, a recent yeshiva graduate, told Yaffed in a recorded interview that in kita tess his yeshiva 
increased their school day by half an hour, ending at 6:20pm rather than 5:50pm, while eliminating the 
hour and a half of secular studies that it had previously provided. At age 13, in the equivalent of 8th 
grade, Fishman was receiving only religious education and learning none of the subjects required by 
the state. Many other yeshiva graduates have reported similar experiences.

For students at Hasidic yeshivas in New York City who did receive some secular instruction at their 
yeshivas, the average age at which secular studies began was 7 and the average age at which they 
ended was 13. The range reported to Yaffed for the beginning of secular education at NYC yeshivas 
was 5 to 9 years of age. At many yeshivas, secular education lasted only a few years, ending at age 12 
or 13 for most survey respondents and as early as age 11 for two respondents. Only 7% of respondents 
who attended Hasidic yeshivas in New York City said that their secular education continued through 
high school.

NON≠EQUIVALENT
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Required Subjects: Middle School
In grades 7 and 8 the following subjects must be taught:

• English
• Social studies
• Science
• Mathematics
• Physical education
• Health education
• New York State history
• Visual arts
• Music
• Practical arts
• Technology education
• Home and career skills
• Library and information skills

(NYSED Guidelines for Non-Public Schools)

Ages of Instruction
In each school district of the state, each minor from six to sixteen years of age shall 
attend upon full time instruction.

(NY Educ L § 3205 (2012))
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In high school, only 6 of the 44 New York City high school-level yeshiva students and graduates 
who responded to Yaffed’s survey (14%) said they learned English. Seven (16%) received education 
in mathematics, eight (18%) in science, and four (9%) in social studies. One respondent said they had 
physical education classes, and none had art or music classes. None learned about highway safety 
and traffic regulations, arson and fire prevention, or alcohol, drug and tobacco abuse. Three-fourths 
(75%) of respondents said they received no secular education at all at the high school level. For the 
one-quarter who did receive instruction in high school, it was typically optional and often discouraged.

Required Subjects: High School
A high school four-year course of study must include the following units of work or 
their equivalent:

• English - 4 units
• social studies, including a year of American history - 4 units
• mathematics - 2 units
• science - 2 units
• health - 1/2 unit
• physical education
• art and/or music - 1 unit

In addition to the preceding, instruction must be provided in:

• physical education and kindred subjects
• alcohol, drug, and tobacco abuse
• highway safety and traffic regulation, bicycle safety
• school safety patrol
• fire drills
• arson and fire prevention

(NYSED Guidelines for Non-Public Schools)

When you deny a child a basic education, you’re 
denying them the ability to understand themselves.”

– Mordechai Levovitz, yeshiva graduate

“
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TEXTBOOKS
Parents and students report that the textbooks used for their secular studies courses were often made by and for the Jewish community and 
were insular in their worldview. When books did not conform to haredi orthodoxy, they were typically censored. Many respondents said that 
large portions of text and images were blacked out, or entire pages ripped out of the books. At boys’ schools, pictures of girls would be censored. 
Heretical ideas, such as evolution or any mention of the Earth being more than 5700 years old, were also removed. Anything relating to sexual  
reproduction was also censored. A DNAinfo article from 2013 confirms these statements; the publication acquired textbooks from United Talmudical 
Academy yeshivas and found heavy censorship. 

The government sometimes provides books to yeshivas, but those books do not always fare better. A parent told DNAinfo that at his  
children’s Belz yeshiva, even government books were stripped of undesirable content. One survey respondent said that government- 
issued readers were locked away in closets so that students could not get to them.

Above: Instructions to censor certain pages of a mathematics textbook, with examples of pages to be blacked out. Images used with permission from Kaveshtiebel.com.

Few yeshivas administer all of the State tests. Of those that have administered some or all of the tests, 
a very low percentage of students meet or exceed state standards.

There have also been reports of cheating on state tests in Hasidic yeshivas. Eleven survey respondents 
who attended Hasidic schools in New York City recalled that there was cheating on government exams 
at their schools. In 2015, a teacher at a Satmar yeshiva was caught on camera providing answers to 
students on an English assessment test believed to be tied to Title III funding.

Testing
While not required at the present time, nonpublic elementary schools are strongly 
encouraged to administer the State tests. Approximately 75% of the children attending 
nonpublic schools are presently participating.

(NYSED Guidelines for Non-Public Schools)



The length of time spent on secular studies in Hasidic elementary schools ranges from 0 to 3 hours, 
four days per week. Most yeshiva students and parents reported that their schools provided 1 to 
2 hours of secular education per day. Typically, secular instruction is at the end of the school day, 
beginning after 3pm for most students in the equivalent of grades 1-6.

Length of School Day: Elementary School
The law does not mandate specific time periods for nonpublic schools but they should 
provide instruction for approximately the same time required of public schools.

Grades 1-6 = 5 hours daily
(NYSED Guidelines for Non-Public Schools)

THE CURRENT STATE OF YESHIVA EDUCATION

In high school, most yeshivas eliminate secular studies altogether. A few yeshivas make secular studies 
optional. For those who continue to receive instruction in secular subjects, the hours are often even 
shorter. Although, for boys, the school day gets longer as they get older — sometimes reaching 14 
hours a day — only the amount of time devoted to religious studies increases, while the amount of time 
devoted to secular studies stays the same, decreases, or disappears altogether. Girls may still receive 
up to 4 hours of secular studies per day in grades 7-12, but the few boys’ yeshivas that still provide 
secular education at this age typically provide only one to two hours.

NON≠EQUIVALENT
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[There was] one hour and ten minutes for the first 
grade, and one hour and twenty minutes for the 
fourth grade, and I was their teacher for all the sec-
ular subjects… they only were coming to me at 5:00 
in the afternoon after a full day; that must have 
been extremely difficult for them.” 

– Yitz, former yeshiva teacher

“

Length of School Day: High School
The law does not mandate specific time periods for nonpublic schools but they should 
provide instruction for approximately the same time required of public schools.

Grades 7-12 = 5 1/2 hours daily
(NYSED Guidelines for Non-Public Schools)
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THE CURRENT STATE OF YESHIVA EDUCATION

Even those who wish to continue on to post-secondary education may be hindered from doing so. 
Few Hasidic yeshivas provide diplomas to their graduating students; in order to provide authorized 
diplomas, non-public schools must administer the Regents’ Examinations or an alternative accepted 
by the state, and few yeshivas do so. One or two exceptions of which Yaffed is aware provide optional 
instruction toward the Regents’ Exams in the evenings and administer the tests to those students who 
wish to take them.

Many students find themselves unable even to pass the General Educational Development high school 
equivalency test (GED) after graduating yeshiva without a diploma. This makes further secular study 
extremely challenging, if not impossible, for most yeshiva graduates. Even for Hasidic girls, the road 
may be steep. One graduate, Hayden, told Yaffed that her Hasidic girls’ school, Satmar of Borough 
Park, actively discouraged its students from going on to college, telling the girls that college “ruins 
your soul.” When Hayden decided to pursue a bachelor’s degree despite these admonitions, the 
school refused to give her the transcripts she needed in order to enroll. In situations like Hayden’s, 
even a graduate with a strong desire to continue his/her education in secular subjects may be unable 
to pursue post-secondary education.
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The unfortunate reality is that the future of these 
children is likely to include the same poverty and 
dependence in which they were raised… every 
child deserves a real choice about his future.”

– Yitzhak Bronstein, former yeshiva teacher

“
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The issue of education in yeshivas affects a tremendous number of people directly — namely, yeshiva 
graduates and their families. Moreover, the issue indirectly touches millions more throughout the city, 
the state of New York, the United States, and the world.

There are approximately 240,000 Hasidim in the eight-county New York metropolitan area.32 More 
than 57,000 children are enrolled in Hasidic and Chabad schools in New York City.33 Tens of thousands 
of children and their families are directly harmed by the lack of secular education in their schools, and 
the number is growing every year.

It is estimated that by 2030, between 23% and 37% of Brooklyn’s school age children and up to 13% 
of all New York City school age children will be Hasidic. (See Demographic Projections for Hasidic 
School Enrollment, pp.44-50 for more information.) If Hasidic students continue to receive a subpar 
education, the Department of Education will have failed in its duty to nearly one-eighth of New York 
City’s schoolchildren.

SCOPE OF THE ISSUE

By 2030, if no action is taken, the NYC Department of 
Education will have failed in its duty to nearly 1/8th of 
New York City’s schoolchildren.

Furthermore, the government is failing its taxpayers by allowing this situation to continue. Without 
adequate education in English, math, science, and other crucial areas, yeshiva graduates enter the 
workforce without the skills and credentials needed to support themselves and their families. In most 
cases, they are unable to obtain those skills and credentials even after leaving yeshiva, and therefore are 
unable to obtain employment with sufficient income, leading to higher rates of dependence on public 
assistance. It is therefore in the best interest of all New York and United States taxpayers to ensure that 
yeshivas meet educational standards.

The struggle for better secular education in yeshivas is also underway in Israel,34 Canada,35 and in Britain, 
where the government has inspected Haredi yeshivas and found their secular education lacking.36 In 
Belgium, the government has mandated that all schools teach a certain curriculum or be stripped of 
hundreds of thousands of euros in annual funding.37



SCOPE OF THE ISSUE

In the United States and elsewhere, many Jewish schools provide strong secular instruction while 
maintaining a rich tradition of rigorous religious study. New York state examples include the Ramaz 
School, SAR Academy, and more. Litvish yeshivas, which are also ultra-Orthodox Jewish and emphasize 
Torah learning, are reputed for providing a strong secular education to their students throughout the 
primary and secondary years (although this, too, appears to be declining). Yet, Hasidic leaders have 
held out against such reforms.

The education of children is a universal issue. Education is a fundamental human right, and has 
been enshrined in international law and numerous international rights instruments.38 The Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights (1948) declares that everyone has the right to education.39 The 1960 
Convention against Discrimination in Education clarifies and expands that right to include the quality 
of education, noting specifically that private educational institutions should provide education that 
“conforms with such standards as may be laid down or approved by the competent authorities, in 
particular for education of the same level.”40 The right to education for all was reaffirmed in 1966 by 
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966), to which the United States 
is a party.41 The World Education Forum and the Millennium Declaration again reaffirmed the right to 
education in 2000, and the United Nations continues to recognize and work toward equitable quality 
education as a fundamental right.42

Ultimately, children’s education affects all of us. When a group of children has been excluded from 
receiving an adequate education, and the government turns a blind eye, it is a global tragedy that no 
one can afford to overlook.
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SCOPE OF THE ISSUE

The Hasidic community has a worldwide presence, with large communities in Israel, the United States, 
England, Belgium, Canada, and Australia. In the US, Hasidic communities are largely clustered in six 
neighborhoods in New York State: Boro Park, Williamsburg, Crown Heights (all Brooklyn), Monsey, New 
Square and Kiryas Joel (outside of New York City). Due to a high average birthrate of 5.8 children (UJA 
2012, 214) and a young average age at marriage, the Hasidic community has been rapidly growing, 
expanding even beyond its current neighborhoods to new locations outside of New York City.43 

The rapid rate of population growth translates into a large and ongoing expansion of the school-
age population across the ultra-Orthodox spectrum. In this report, we use multiple data sources 
to project that by 2030, between 8% and 13% of school age children in New York City, and 
between 23% and 37% of school age children in Brooklyn, will be Hasidic. 

Our projections are likely an underestimate of the full extent of the ultra-Orthodox school age 
population growth because our report excludes Hasidic schools in suburban New York, as well as 
all Yeshivish (Litvish) schools, many of which share similar educational programs. Yet based on our 
research, we know that most Hasidic boys will receive an education that does not provide basic literacy 
in English or math, and certainly not in other subjects. These projected numbers may have a significant 
impact on the future of education in the New York City metropolitan area, especially Brooklyn.

We draw on three data sources for our analysis: First, the Avi Chai Foundation census of Jewish day 
schools provides data on the growth of ultra-Orthodox school enrollment from 1998-2013. Second, 
the UJA’s 2012 “Jewish Community Study of New York” provides an alternative source for population 
estimates of school age children in the New York area. And third, the New York City Department of 
City Planning’s projections for the number of school age children through 2040.

Drawing on a data analysis method used to estimate Hasidic populations (Comenetz 2006), we use 
these three sources to construct a range of estimates for the growth of Hasidic school age population 
in the New York City through 2030.

MICHAEL ZANGER-TISHLER
STUDENT, YALE UNIVERSITY
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DEMOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS FOR 
HASIDIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENT

INTRODUCTION
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• The 2011 UJA-Federation of New York’s study of the New York Jewish community provides an 
estimate for the total number of Hasidic residents living in New York (239,000), and indicates that 
Hasidic communities have the highest birthrates of all Jewish communities, with a rapidly growing 
school-age population. By using the estimate that approximately 35% of the Hasidic population is 
between the ages of 5-17 (as derived by Comenetz, 2006), we can estimate the size of the Hasidic 
school age population using the UJA data.

• Additionally, in 2013 the New York City Department of City Planning published projections through 
2040 for the total school age population in New York City as a whole and in Brooklyn in particular. 
The report indicates modest expected growth in the school age population between 2010 and 
2030 (from 1,260,400 to 1,347,036 in New York City, and from 424,704 to 461,688 in Brooklyn).

• Joshua Comenetz writes in his 2006 paper on Hasidic demography that the Hasidic age structure 
is predictable (i.e. we know that approximately 35% of the Hasidic population is between 5-17), 
and also that the growth rate for Hasidic communities is approximately 4.3% per year. Utilizing 
Comenetz’s method, we use the data from the New York City Department of City Planning (2013), 
the Avi Chai foundation (2013-2014), and the UJA study (2012), to make projections about Hasidic 
growth through 2030, estimating the proportion of school age children in New York City who will 
be Hasidic. We project that by 2030, between 8% and 13% of school age children in New York City, 
and between 23% and 37% of school age children in Brooklyn, will be Hasidic. 

• According to the Avi Chai Foundation, enrollment in Hasidic and Yeshivish schools in New York City 
and the surrounding suburbs grew by approximately 65%, from 69,401 to 114,574, between 1998 
and 2013. For New York City alone, combined Hasidic and Yeshivish enrollment grew by 53% from 
52,567 to 80,604. Hasidic enrollment in particular grew by over 86%, from 27,983 to 52,063 in New 
York City, and it more than doubled if we include both New York City and nearby suburbs. There 
was less pronounced growth in the Yeshivish community, where most of the growth in this period 
took place in Lakewood NJ, outside of New York City and the surrounding suburbs.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
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ELABORATION ON FINDINGS
Historical Ultra-Orthodox School Enrollment 

The most comprehensive historical data on Hasidic School enrollment is available from the AviChai 
foundation’s report, “A Census of Jewish Day Schools in the United States 2013-2014.” Based on a 
census conducted in four waves, beginning in 1998, the report surveys all Jewish day schools in the 
United States, although New York City and its surrounding suburbs account for the largest portion of 
day school enrollment. The census provides detailed information on changes in student population 
over this 15 year period, and demonstrates significant growth in Hasidic and Yeshivish day school 
enrollment.

The data indicates a trend of dramatic growth in ultra-Orthodox schools, specifically Hasidic schools. 
During this period in New York City, ultra-Orthodox school enrollment grew by over 53%, from 52,567 
to 80,604. Hasidic enrollment in particular grew by over 86%, from 27,983 to 52,063 in New York 
City, and by over 100% from 38,340 to 78,509 if we include both New York City and the surrounding 
suburbs. In both cases, we see dramatic growth over time, especially among the Hasidic schools. The 
Yeshivish community experienced most of its growth during this period in Lakewood, New Jersey, 
where the Yeshivish school enrollment grew from 4,613 students in 1998, to 20,815 students in 2013, 
but it only grew from 31,061 in 1998 to 36,065 in 2013 in the NYC region.

Hasidic school-age population
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Projecting School Age Children in New York City 

In order to estimate the future proportion of school age Hasidic children, it is necessary to use estimates 
of the total number of school age children expected to reside in the city. A 2013 New York Department 
of City Planning report, “New York City Population Projections by Age/Sex & Borough, 2010-2040,” 
provides projections for school age children in New York City through 2040. The report estimates that 
New York City’s population is expected to grow from 8,242,624 to 8,821,027 by 2030, and the school 
age population is expected to increase modestly from 1,260,400 to 1,347,036.

Additionally, the report provides projections for the school age population in specific boroughs. The 
school age population in Brooklyn is projected to grow from 424,704 school age children in 2010 to 
461,688 school age children in 2030.

These estimates allow us to make predictions about what proportion of the total school age population 
will be Hasidic because it is unlikely significant changes in fertility rates or in neighborhood patterns 
will occur in the thirteen year period of 2017-2030, which is why our projection range is relatively 
conservative.

Estimated Projections of Hasidic Population based on Avi Chai study:

In this section, we present projections for future growth of the Hasidic school age population based on 
the available data. First, we consider the Avi Chai foundation study of day schools in 2013, which states 
that in 2013, 52,063 students were enrolled in Hasidic schools and 5,680 were enrolled in Chabad 
schools in New York City. We exclude Chabad students from our analysis because some Chabad-run 
schools are geared toward non-Orthodox students and do not offer a standard Hasidic curriculum.

Using the non-Chabad Hasidic number (52,063) as our baseline, we can then use an approximate 
growth rate to look at future growth. We base this growth rate on Comenetz (2006) who estimates that 
the yearly growth rate for school age population in Hasidic schools is 4.3%, which we will use to project 
future growth. Comenetz derives this estimate by examining non-Lubavitch Hasidic school growth 
enrollment from 1998-1999 to 2003-2004 and estimating overall growth.

This estimate, though crude, is partially confirmed by the growth rate of the entirely Hasidic village of 
Kiryas Joel in 2011 which (as derived from births minus deaths) was approximately 4.06%, quite close to 
Comenetz’s estimate of 4.3% (this does not include those who might have moved to or from Kiryas Joel 
in this time period). Additionally, note that in this section, we only consider the non-Chabad Hasidic 
community, not the Yeshivish community or other sub-groups of the ultra-Orthodox community, which 
also serves to make our estimates quite conservative.
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Given the Hasidic growth rate, we project that the population of school age children will increase 
by over 200% by 2030.44 This estimate relies on the assumption that this growth rate would remain 
constant over the next seventeen years, which is a reasonable assumption for this relatively short 
period of time.45 This suggests that in New York City, in 2030, the population of school age children in 
the Hasidic community will be 106,503 children. Therefore, using the Avi Chai estimates, Comenetz’s 
estimate for the Hasidic growth rate, and the New York Department of City Planning’s report, we can 
project that by 2030 approximately 8% of all school age children in New York City will be Hasidic.

These students are primarily located in Brooklyn, where they make up an even higher percentage of 
the school age children. The Avi Chai foundation data does not include demographic information on 
where Hasidic communities are located in New York City. However, we can use the UJA estimate that 
94% of Hasidic residents of the eight county New York area (Bronx, Brooklyn, Staten Island, Queens, 
Manhattan, Nassau, Westchester, and Suffolk) live in Brooklyn and approximately 96% live in New York 
City Generally.46 Based on these percentages, and assuming that Hasidic communities will grow at a 
constant rate in Brooklyn, we project that by 2030, there will be approximately 104,284 school age 
Hasidim in Brooklyn, and so 23% of school age children in Brooklyn will be Hasidic (104,284/461,688).
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UJA Estimate:

The recent 2012 UJA “Jewish Community Study of New York” allows us to obtain a second and larger 
estimate of the Hasidic school age population in New York City. This study finds that there are 239,000 
Hasidic Jews in the eight county New York area alone. Of these, the study states that a little over 96% 
live in New York City and 94% live in Brooklyn. Applying Comenetz’s research, we can assume that 35% 
of the Hasidic population is of school age.47 Further, we can use this number to derive the number of 
Hasidic children in Brooklyn (78,013) and New York City (79,673) in 2011. Given the 4.2% growth rate for 
joint Chabad-Hasidic growth, and assuming constant growth in New York City, this would mean that 
there will be 170,472 Hasidic school age children in Brooklyn by the year 2030, and 174,100 in New York 
City.48 This would imply that by 2030, 37% of school age children in Brooklyn will be Hasidic, and 13% 
of New York City school age children will be Hasidic. This study gives a larger percentage of students 
than the Avi Chai Foundation census suggests, which we would expect because it includes Chabad 
schools, among other factors.
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CONCLUSION
Using data from the Avi Chai Foundation and UJA, we can estimate that between 23% and 37% of 
school age children in Brooklyn will be Hasidic by 2030. This is only a short-term estimate, projecting 
less than twenty years ahead, and it is consistent with growth seen from 1998-2013 in the Avi Chai 
census of Jewish Day Schools. Given this, we can conclude that by 2030, the most populous borough 
in New York City will have a school age population that will be between approximately one fifth 
and one third Hasidic. Further, in NYC as a whole, between 8% (based on the Avi Chai data) and 
13% (based on the UJA data) of school age children will be Hasidic by 2030. This projected growth 
does not include Yeshivish schools, which increasingly eschew teaching secular studies. While this 
essay focuses on New York City data, this projected growth also applies to Hasidic communities 
outside of New York City, including places like New Square and Kiryas Joel, as well to a lesser extent 
to Yeshivish communities. The issue of Hasidic education, as this report shows, is not one that will 
disappear or remain static, but will only grow in size and urgency going forward.

*Thanks to Prof. Steven M. Cohen, PhD, for his comments on earlier versions of this paper.
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It is often assumed that non-public schools, especially religious schools, do not receive government 
funds. However, certain policies and loopholes allow non-public schools, including yeshivas, to benefit 
from millions of dollars in government funds through a variety of programs. Yeshivas have been taking 
advantage of these funds for years, which means that taxpayers are, in fact, paying for yeshiva education.

Furthermore, a common argument against improving secular education in yeshivas is that the schools 
do not have enough funding to do so. Some have suggested that the solution to improving secular 
education in yeshivas is not regulation, but increased funding. This claim is questionable, since non-
Hasidic yeshivas (e.g. Litvish and Modern Orthodox) and Hasidic girls’ schools, which are funded 
similarly, often provide better secular education to their students. WNYC addressed this claim in 2015 
in a piece entitled, “Is Improving Secular Education in Yeshivas a Matter of Money?” in which it reported 
that the Satmar school system received about $20 million in federal aid for its school system in Brooklyn 
the previous year.49 In that segment, Marc Stern, a lawyer at the American Jewish Committee, said, “If 
somebody were to offer Satmar a million dollars a kid you’re still not going to see arts and humanities 
courses.” Nevertheless, Yaffed has attempted to examine the range of funding available to yeshivas.

Unfortunately, it is nearly impossible for the public to know exactly how much funding each yeshiva 
receives. Despite being certified tax-exempt nonprofit organizations by the International Revenue 
Service (IRS), which typically requires public filing of Form 990 financial documents, Hasidic yeshivas 
benefit from the Exemption from Requirement to File Form 990 granted to churches. IRS code states 
that, along with churches, “A school below college level affiliated with a church or operated by a 
religious order” can be exempted from filing the Form 990.50 Many Jewish religious schools, including 
some yeshivas and even Hasidic girls’ schools, file Form 990s, yet none of the Hasidic yeshivas on 
Yaffed’s list file the document for their elementary and secondary-level schools. Nor do most of these 
yeshivas publicize their financial statements or annual reports, as many nonprofits do. Without these 
documents, the exact budgets of these schools remain a mystery. 

However, by examining sources of funding for which non-public schools can qualify, Yaffed was able to 
gain a fuller understanding of yeshivas’ budgets. The reality is that yeshivas benefit tremendously from 
local, state, and national resources.

FUNDING AND ECONOMIC IMPACT
YESHIVA FUNDING
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FEDERAL
The United States federal government provides hundreds of millions of dollars in funding to non-public 
schools, and yeshivas benefit from a large amount of this funding. In 2016-17, the federal Department 
of Education provided non-public schools in New York City with approximately $106 million for Title 
I Low-Income Remediation, $8.7 million for Title II Teacher Training/Teacher Excellence, and $12.9 
million for Title III Bilingual/English as a Second Language (ESL) programming.51 Hasidic yeshivas 
are estimated to receive tens of millions of these federal dollars.52 Although exact numbers for New 
York City yeshivas remain unknown, non-public schools in the largely Hasidic county of East Ramapo 
received approximately $835 per student in federal Title funding in 2016-17.53

Federal Title I funding, which is earmarked by the United States Education Department for assistance 
to low-income students and schools for the purpose of meeting state standards in academics,54 often 
ends up in the hands of yeshivas. Despite the Title I clause that the funds must “supplement, not 
supplant” the school’s programming in state standard subjects, some yeshivas use Title I funding to 
pay the teachers for their only hour to ninety minutes of secular studies.

Title III, intended for teaching immigrants and Native Americans who learn English as a second 
language,55 is also allocated to Hasidic yeshivas full of students born and raised in the United States. 
For many, even children whose families have been in America for generations, English is their second 
language because Yiddish is spoken at home and no English is taught in school until they reach age 6 
or 7. In all grades in yeshivas, Yiddish is the spoken language for religious studies classes and even for 
some English classes.

Some yeshivas receive federal Head Start funding through the New York EarlyLearn program. These 
funds are designated for child care and Head Start programming for children ages six weeks through 
four years old in “safe, clean, and nurturing settings” with “experienced, certified, and trained teachers” 
and “developmentally appropriate and educational instruction.”56 Some yeshivas, including Pupa’s 
Yeshiva Kehilath Yakov and Satmar’s United Talmudical Academy of Boro Park, appear in City databases 
as Head Start providers.57 Additionally, two providers called United Academy, likely connected to 
Satmar’s United Talmudical Academy yeshivas, are receiving EarlyLearn funding.

Other yeshivas appear to be receiving Head Start and/or EarlyLearn funding through contracting with 
child care groups such as Yeled V’Yalda Early Childhood Center, All My Children Daycare and Nursery, 
Shira Association, Project Social Care, and a large child care network called B’Above Worldwide 
Institute.58 B’Above, owned by a Hasidic rabbi, raised eyebrows in 2012 by displacing longstanding 
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local programs throughout the city to win an unprecedented $31 million in New York City child care 
contracts.59 B’Above partnered with yeshivas in Brooklyn, leasing space in their buildings for child care 
programs.60 B’Above claims that approximately half of the children it serves are Jewish.61 In Fiscal Year 
2016, B’Above paid approximately $225,000 in rent to United Lubavitcher Yeshiva, where it reportedly 
served 108 children, out of its EarlyLearn account.62

Hasidic yeshivas also receive federal funding through the Federal Communications Commission’s 
(FCC) Schools and Libraries program, also known as E-rate. This program is designed to assist 
schools and libraries, especially those in high-poverty and rural areas, with purchasing of Internet 
and telecommunications technology.63 Hasidic communities forbid Internet usage, and few, if any, of 
their schools provide computers or Internet access to their students, yet some Hasidic yeshivas have 
received more than double the amount of E-rate money per student as compared to New York public 
schools.64

In 2013, the New York Jewish Week undertook an investigation of federal E-rate funding to haredi 
schools and found that more than $30 million in E-rate funds had been distributed to 285 New York 
State Jewish schools in 2011, a figure greater than 20% of the state’s total allocations for the program, 
while the schools enroll only 4 percent of the state’s K-12 students.65 At one Rockland County yeshiva, 
Yeshivat Avir Yakov, which had received more than $3.3 million, video of the school building showed 
not a single computer or telephone.66 Around the same time, the Forward reported that in 2010 a 
“flurry” of ultra-Orthodox groups had applied to library associations in order to qualify for the program, 
resulting in commitments of $1.4 million of E-rate funding to “ultra-Orthodox religious institutions in 
Brooklyn that don’t actually qualify as libraries.”67 The Forward visited one such institution and found a 
small room with no librarian and a dozen computers, for which the group had received $176,000 worth 
of commitments from E-Rate.68 Between 2010 and 2013, such groups had received, on average, “more 
than twice the average amount committed to libraries in New York State during the same period”.69 

In 2016, the FBI conducted raids of yeshivas and technology vendors in ultra-Orthodox communities 
in Williamsburg, Brooklyn and Rockland County in connection with an E-rate fraud investigation.70 The 
FBI has not yet made public any results of the investigation. Several yeshivas, including Yeshiva Avir 
Yakov, Yeshiva Ch’san Sofer, Yeshiva Kehilath Yakov, Bnei Shimon Yisroel of Sopron, Bobover Yeshiva 
Bnei Zion, and Congregation Ohr Menachem, are still listed as E-rate recipients on the New York State 
Department E-Rate Resource Center website.71

Many yeshivas receive federal funding for food programs, including school lunch and breakfast. The 
USDA Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Program (FFVP) provides a large amount of money to New York 
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STATE AND CITY

schools; in 2014-15, 219 New York schools received in total several million dollars from FFVP.72 A large 
number of the schools that receive FFVP are yeshivas.73 Yeshivas also receive funding through the 
USDA’s Child and Adult Care Food Program (CACFP), which is designed to assist schools and other 
institutions to provide food to at-risk children and adults in need.74

Many parents and former students have told Yaffed that their schools provided low-quality food and 
significantly fewer breakfasts than required by the program, but would suddenly improve and expand 
their food programs on the days of inspections. Currently, the former Executive Director and former 
Assistant Director of the Central United Talmudical Academy are under indictment for fraudulently 
inflating the number of meals served at various CUTA schools in order to obtain larger reimbursement 
payments from the federal CACFP program. The school system allegedly received fraudulent 
reimbursements of approximately $3 million over three years.75

Despite enrolling only 4% of the state’s students, yeshivas receive a disproportionate amount of state 
and city funding as compared to other types of K-12 schools.

In the 2016-17 fiscal year, New York State disbursed approximately $36 million in funding to Jewish 
schools in New York City for Academic Intervention Services (AIS), Nonpublic School Safety Equipment 
(NPSE), Mandated Services Aid (MSA), and the Comprehensive Attendance Program (CAP).76 Since 
2013, the total funding to Jewish schools through these programs has reached almost $175 million.77 

Three of the top 5 recipients -- two Bobov schools, which received $5.1 million and $3.9 million, and 
a Satmar school that received $4 million -- and many other beneficiaries of these state funds were 
Hasidic yeshivas.

Mandated Services Aid constituted $20 million of the funding to Jewish schools in 2016.78 Mandated 
services reimbursed by the state include pupil attendance reporting, immunization programs, the 
Basic Educational Data Systems (BEDS) report, and the administration of various exams.79 Connected 
to MSA is the Comprehensive Attendance Policy reimbursement, given to schools that certify that they 
have adopted a comprehensive attendance policy pursuant to regulations.80 Several yeshivas have 
received hundreds of thousands of dollars in CAP funding annually.81

Schools also receive funding for busing services. Yeshivas, as a category, have 1447 bus routes, or 
5.66% of the city total.82 In 2013, a special busing reimbursement program was put into place for the 
benefit of yeshivas and certain other schools that dismiss late.83
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Private schools also receive funding for textbooks, to the tune of $20 million in New York City’s non-public 
schools in 2016-17.84 However, teachers and others have reported a lack or even absence of textbooks 
in Hasidic yeshivas, especially for secular subjects. When textbooks are in yeshiva classrooms, they 
may be censored to remove references to opposite genders and anything considered inappropriate 
for the ultra-Orthodox way of life. (See p. 37 for more information about textbooks.)

New York’s EarlyLearn program also allocates city funds, in addition to the federal Head Start funding 
disbursed through the program, to child care centers. Pupa (Yeshiva Kehilath Yakov) is one yeshiva 
designated as an EarlyLearn provider and receiving funding from the program.85 In Fiscal Year 2017, 
Yeshiva Kehilath Yakov received nearly $1.5 million in EarlyLearn funding for two child care locations 
in Brooklyn.86

The city also funds Universal Pre-K (UPK) programs in Hasidic yeshivas. Universal Pre-K funding is 
typically for full-day (6 hours and 20 minutes) programs that improve math and reading skills,87 but 
Hasidic community leaders pushed for the addition of UPK half-day programs requiring only 2 hours 
and 30 minutes of secular education per day.88

Yeshivas also receive funding through city-run child care vouchers funded by the city and the state. The 
state-funded voucher, called the Child Care Block Grant Subsidy Program, helps families pay for the 
costs of child care for the purpose of workforce participation (e.g. if a parent needs child care services 
so that he/she can attend a job or an employment training program).89 The program prioritizes low-
income families and is guaranteed to families on welfare (Temporary Assistance to Needy Families) 
who need child care for work participation.90 Yeshivas receive these vouchers from parents, which then 
entitles the schools to payments from the state. New York City yeshivas, which have more than 14,000 
students registered for the vouchers, are estimated to receive $120 million a year from this program91 

-- nearly a quarter of the allocation to the entire city, and about fifteen percent of the state total.92 
While most of the schools who receive this subsidy are “licensed programs,” yeshivas are in a “legally 
exempt” category that is exempt from certain conditions.93

The city-funded child care program, known as the Priority 5, 6, and 7 vouchers, also primarily benefits 
Hasidic communities.94 These vouchers fund after-school programs and some other forms of child 
care.95 Yaffed was told, but could not independently confirm, that some yeshivas receive these funds 
for supposed after-school programs that reportedly occur in the early evening, at the same time as 
their secular studies programming.

According to the New York City Independent Budget Office, the city spent an average of $7,262 per 
child on child care vouchers in 2016.96 For contracted child care programs, the city spent an average 
of $17,421 per child.97
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Yeshivas also receive funding through the New York City Council. Two Orthodox Jews serving Brooklyn 
districts sit on the Council: David Greenfield and Chaim Deutsch. Greenfield, Councilman for the 
44th District including Borough Park, Midwood, and Bensonhurst, sits on the New York City budget 
negotiating team and helped to get the Priority 5 vouchers “baselined” -- permanently made an 
integral part of the budget, rather than an add-on to be argued over each year -- in 2015.98 Deutsch 
is Councilman of the 48th District, which used to include a large section of primarily Jewish voters in 
Midwood.99 Deutsch is the chair and only official member of the Council’s Subcommittee on Non-Public 
Schools.100 Both Deutsch and Greenfield pushed for city reimbursements to non-public schools for 
security guards, which passed in 2015 and of which 64 yeshivas have taken advantage.101 Councilman 
Greenfield, Councilman Stephen Levin of the 33rd District, and Councilman Brad Lander of the 39th 
District met jointly with yeshiva leaders in 2011, and have advocated against cuts to child care funding 
for yeshivas.102 Levin, in his role as chair of the General Welfare committee, along with Greenfield, 
fought for and secured a $10 million (60%) increase in Priority 5 child care vouchers in June 2017.103

In addition, yeshivas receive discretionary funding from the Council itself. Greenfield boasted in 2016 
that, by helping nonprofits in his district to apply for funding, “In the five years I’ve been in office, I’ve 
been able to secure over $10 million in funding for hundreds of outstanding community groups.”104 Of 
the City Council’s discretionary funding, yeshivas have received at least $205,000 in the last three years 
and will receive at least $25,000 more this year pending Council clearance.105

STATE FUNDING TO YESHIVAS IN FISCAL YEAR 2017 — A FEW EXAMPLES
MANDATED 

SERVICES AID 
(MSA)

Bnos Zion of 
Bobov

Mosdos Chasidei 
Sqver – Toldos 

Yeshiva Machzikei 
Hadas

$995,724

$133,695

$419,931

$318,950 $26,782 $60,820 $1,402,276

$802,851

$564,761

$206,864

$241,976$22,476

$163,116

$51,479 $6,167

$86,143 $23,303 $35,384

$15,303

COMPREHENSIVE 
ATTENDANCE 
POLICY (CAP)

ACADEMIC 
INTERVENTION 
SERVICES (AIS)

United Lubavitcher 
Yeshiva

$139,296 $80,204 -

United Talmudical 
Academy

$379,251 $260,484 -

NONPUBLIC 
SCHOOL SAFETY 

EQUIP. (NPSE)
TOTAL

(New York State funding data for FY 2017, as of 7/10/2017)



TUITIONS
Politico reported in 2015 that tuitions range from $6,000 to $10,000 for lower grades and $10,000 to 
$16,000 for high school at Jewish yeshivas.108 Of the few schools for which Yaffed has been able to 
find tuition information, the total tuition income per year ranges from $1.7 million to $15.1 million, or 
approximately $4000 to $11,000 per student.109 Parents and former students reported to Yaffed that 
they paid between $200 and $15,000 in tuition per student each year. 

Hasidic yeshivas typically do not turn away any Hasidic student whose family is unable to pay the 
official cost of tuition. Parents with lower means may receive tuition assistance or be asked to pay lower 
rates than the wealthier families so that their children can still attend. Lower-income families may also 
use city and state child care vouchers to cover their tuition. Parents from Hasidic communities have 
expressed that, regardless of their means, a public school is “the most forbidden place” to send their 
children. Hasidic yeshivas are the only acceptable option for their children if they seek to maintain their 
ties with the community.
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Yeshivas also receive funding from private charitable contributions. As 501(c)(3) nonprofit organizations, 
they can receive tax-deductible donations from individuals and foundations. It is difficult to know 
how much money is donated to yeshivas because they are exempt from the Form 990 reporting 
requirement. However, a few private foundations have reported grants and contributions to yeshivas 
on their Form 990-PF documents. 

One such foundation is the Englander Foundation, owned by former Wall Street stockbroker and 
hedge fund manager Israel A. Englander. Englander, who grew up Orthodox and attended a yeshiva in 
Brooklyn, has a net worth of $5.2 billion and has given millions to Jewish congregations and yeshivas.110 
In its most recent available tax return, the Foundation’s gifts to such institutions ranged from $500 to 
a $300,000.111 The second largest is a $200,000 contribution to a mysterious recipient named “Ahavas 
Zion,” whose given address is a nondescript residential home on a Borough Park street corner next to 
Congregation Shaarei Zion of Bobov (also a $125,000 recipient of the Englander Foundation that year) 
and the Bobover Yeshiva Bnei Zion.112

PRIVATE CONTRIBUTIONS

Yeshivas also reportedly benefit from the state’s tax credit for private schools,106 possibly to the tune 
of millions of dollars.107
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Some funds are also reaching yeshivas through the Jewish Education Project (JEP), a nonprofit 
organization that supports Jewish schools in the New York metropolitan area, Long Island, and 
Westchester County.114 Much of the JEP’s money comes from the UJA-Federation of New York, which 
has reportedly provided millions of dollars to Jewish day schools through JEP, as well as teacher 
benefits via the Gruss Life Monument Fund and lobbying in Albany for government benefits.115

Three religious schools of the Lubavitch/Chabad sect, under the umbrella of Congregation Ohr 
Menachem, received hundreds of thousands of dollars from a nonprofit called “Chabad Lubavitch 
Hospitality Center” running an illegal hotel in Crown Heights. DNAinfo recently reported on the story 
and noted that the schools had also failed to maintain proper records of their reimbursed school lunch 
programs.116

A home for the elderly in the Bronx, called Bronxwood Assisted Living (formerly Bronxwood Home for 
the Aged), whose Board includes several major players in Orthodox Jewish activism, reportedly sent 
one dollar out of every 10 it earned in revenue between 1997 and 2016 to Hasidic yeshivas and other 
Orthodox groups.117 In 2016 the home was found to have committed numerous violations of state and 
federal Medicaid law.118

Payroll oddities have been noted among some yeshivas. According to a former employee of a company 
that processed payrolls for yeshivas including Bobov 48, Beis Rivkah, and United Talmudical Academy, 
the schools had individuals who did not work at the yeshivas, including some teachers’ spouses and 
the Grand Rabbi of Bobov 48 and his family, on their payrolls.

OTHER

Other foundations with a history of funding yeshivas include Gruss Life Monument Funds, Inc., which 
provides over $15 million annually and focuses on yeshivas and Jewish day schools,113 the George Rohr 
Foundation, and several others.

Federal

State

City

Tuitions

Contributions

Other

Estimated Finances of Yeshiva Kehilath Yakov
based on publicly available data from FY 2016

Let’s take a look at one yeshiva with 
some publicly available financial data...
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The New York state average revenues per pupil, according to the most recent 
data from the National Center for Education Statistics, is $22,271.viii
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In addition to footing a large part of the bill for yeshiva education, taxpayers are also bearing the 
burden of its outcomes. With “strikingly low levels of educational attainment,”119 Haredi men face 
a a lack of employment opportunities120 and a dearth of opportunities for acquisition of the skills 
that command higher incomes.121 According to the Jewish Community Council of Greater Coney 
Island, Haredi individuals are even limited from benefiting from workforce training programs, as those 
programs require a high school proficiency in English and math in order to read and understand the 
material.122 Yet, Haredi men also need to support traditionally large families. This combination puts 
Haredi households at high risk for poverty; it is estimated that 43% of Hasidic households in New 
York are poor and another 16% are near poor.123 In a largely Hasidic area of Williamsburg, the median 
household income is $21,502, compared to the Brooklyn median of $46,958 and the city median of 
$52,737. Meanwhile, the average household size in the area is 3.82, compared to Brooklyn’s 2.74 and 
New York City’s 2.64.124

As a result of this poverty and the lack of employment opportunities, Hasidic families receive a vast 
amount of public assistance. Many families are on the welfare rolls -- in Borough Park, 6.7% receive cash 
public assistance income, along with an estimated 5.8% of Williamsburg residents. In Brooklyn overall, 
4.6% receive cash public assistance, and in all of New York City the rate is 4.2%. Additionally, 33.8% 
of Borough Park residents utilize Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) food stamps; in 
Williamsburg, the number is an astounding 51.8%. The Brooklyn total is 23.8% on food stamps, while 
20.4% of all New York City residents receive SNAP benefits.125

In addition to cash and food stamps, low-income families in Hasidic communities are assisted with 
health care and housing. In Borough Park, 63.1% of the civilian noninstitutionalized population receives 
public health care coverage, compared to 42.7% of all Brooklyn residents and 39.5% in New York City 
as a whole.126 In Williamsburg, the proportion with public health coverage reaches 76.6%.127 Section 
8 housing vouchers are found to be “particularly concentrated” in Hasidic areas, reaching as high as 
30% of residents in some areas of Brooklyn -- a number matched only in some pockets of the Bronx.128

The NYC Department of City Planning’s District Profile for Brooklyn Community District 12 (Borough 
Park, Kensington, and Ocean Parkway) showed a 13.9% increase in the percentage of the population 
receiving income support (TANF, SSI, and Medicaid) in from 45.5% in 2005 to 59.4% in 2014, while in 
the borough as a whole the increase was less than 3%.129 With a rapidly growing Hasidic population 
and education declining or remaining the same, reliance on income support is likely to continue to 
increase.

Some Hasidic individuals have expressed frustration at their inability to attain better employment and 
the need to rely on public assistance. If they could obtain the skills needed for higher-income work, 
many would choose a route toward greater self-sufficiency for their families. Unfortunately, without 
sufficient secular education, few Hasidim have this opportunity.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
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Cash Assistance SNAP Public Health 
Care Coverage

Data source:  2010-2014 ACS Profile, via NYC Census FactFinder, http://maps.nyc.gov/census/.
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Yaffed believes that all yeshivas in New York City should meet all state laws and guidelines regarding 
educational standards. The following recommendations are designed solely as a guide toward ensuring 
that all standards are met by 2020.

RECOMMENDATIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS TO HASIDIC YESHIVAS
Beginning immediately, in the 2017-18 school year:
• Each new school year, elementary-level yeshivas should add a minimum of 30 minutes of secular 

studies to the existing time for each grade. For example, those that taught 90 minutes of secular 
studies previously should teach them for 2 hours in the 2017-18 school year, for 2.5 hours in 2018-19, 
and for 3 hours in the 2019-20 school year.

• Each new school year, high-school level yeshivas should add a minimum of 45 minutes of secular 
studies to the existing time for each grade. For example, those that taught no secular studies 
previously should teach them for 45 minutes in the 2017-18 school year, for 1.5 hours in 2018-19, and 
for 2 hours and 15 minutes in the 2019-20 school year.

• Teach at a minimum the following subjects in all grades: English reading, writing, mathematics, and 
social studies.

• Begin secular instruction no later than 2:30 p.m. If no secular studies are provided on Fridays due 
to early release, consider adding Sunday classes in secular subjects.

By September 2020:
• Teach secular studies in all elementary schools for a minimum of 3 hours.
• Teach secular studies in all boys’ high schools for a minimum of 2.5 hours.
• Teach at a minimum the following subjects in elementary schools: English reading, writing, 

mathematics, science, history, and social studies.
• Teach at a minimum the following subjects in high schools: English reading, writing, mathematics, 

science, social studies, and computer skills.
• Administer the New York State Regents Examinations and provide diplomas and transcripts to all 

graduates.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF 
EDUCATION
Beginning immediately:
• Encourage and assist yeshivas to meet all Guidelines for Equivalency of Instruction in Nonpublic 

Schools.
• Conduct unannounced visits of yeshivas to monitor their compliance with all standards.
• Request curricula and lesson plans from all yeshivas.
• Invite anonymous feedback from parents and community members about educational standards 

in Hasidic yeshivas.
• Create a task force within the next 6 months (by March 2018), consisting of DOE officials, Yaffed 

representatives, and other stakeholders (e.g. PEARLS and the Jewish Education Project), to oversee 
enforcement of the laws and guidelines for non-public schools in all yeshivas.

By August 2018:
• Develop a timeline and clear benchmarks for improvement of secular education in yeshivas. Share 

with the public all plans and results of this process at intervals of no more than 6 months.
• Require that yeshivas share their curricula, schedules, and outcome measures with all parties to the 

task force.
• Increase transparency regarding funding provided to Yeshivas, investigation methods for complaints, 

and enforcement mechanisms for school compliance.

By August 2019:
• Discontinue funding to yeshivas that do not meet benchmark progress.

By September 2020:
• Monitor continued adherence to the laws and guidelines on a regular and ongoing basis. Monitoring 

should include unannounced inspections on an annual basis and anytime test scores or other 
relevant measures indicate a possible failure to meet standards.

• If any yeshivas still are not teaching general subjects as required by the laws and guidelines after 
two years, declare children attending those schools truant.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE NEW YORK STATE 
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Beginning immediately:
• Encourage and assist yeshivas to meet all Guidelines for Equivalency of Instruction in Nonpublic 

Schools.
• Encourage and assist yeshivas to administer Regents Examinations to all high school students as 

appropriate.
• Investigate the timeliness and thoroughness of New York City Department of Education’s responses 

to complaints.
• Develop clear, standardized, efficient processes for response to complaints and means of ensuring 

compliance.

By August 2019:
• Monitor continued adherence to the laws and guidelines on a regular and ongoing basis. Monitoring 

should include unannounced inspections on an annual basis and any time test scores or other 
relevant measures indicate a possible failure to meet standards.

• Discontinue funding to yeshivas that do not meet benchmark progress.
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With this survey Yaffed has performed a public service disclosing educational neglect among the 
haredim. While the subjects of child neglect and abuse have received increasing attention in the press 
and the legislatures, this is one of the few attempts to analyze educational neglect in the United States. 
As the analysis makes clear, all of us pay a heavy price when children are denied a basic education 
through the age of 16.

“Educational neglect” is not widely understood. Adequate education is part of the emerging set of 
rights children should have in order to become productive adults and members of society.  Those rights 
include access to food, shelter, adequate education, medical care, and to be protected from emotional, 
physical, and sexual abuse. This survey sought information on the extent of educational neglect in the 
haredi community, which is widely known to undereducate its boys in particular. Educational neglect 
occurs, as does medical neglect, when a parent or guardian blocks or hinders the child’s access. It is 
different from the question of the quality of education as between school districts. Often, inner-city 
public school education, which can pale in comparison to other districts, is still dramatically better in 
quality and in terms of the social safety net than the educational situations such as the one examined 
here. This reality was confirmed by Yaffed’s survey, which indicates a serious lack of even the most 
basic education in the core areas needed for someone to be a productive member of society. The 
survey also sketches the cost to society of such a failure of education: a community incapable of 
supporting itself and in need of extraordinary government welfare support. It appears that not only are 
these children not being educated properly but there are questions raised about nutrition and medical 
care as well.

This particular survey focuses on one insular, religious group, but the problem of educational neglect 
is not limited to this one organization or religion. Each state sets educational benchmarks but to 
date few have succeeded in enforcing the educational equivalency that is needed in order to ensure 
that children beyond the public school system are adequately educated. To be sure, there are many 
private schools—religious and otherwise—that provide excellent education and that comply with 
all state regulations regarding benchmarks, testing, and curriculum requirements. Socially-isolated 
communities, however, present particular challenges in this arena, as does homeschooling.

MARCI A. HAMILTON, JD
FOX PROFESSOR OF PRACTICE, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

CEO AND ACADEMIC DIRECTOR, CHILD USA

PUTTING EDUCATIONAL NEGLECT IN CONTEXT 
AND LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

AFTERWORD:
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Educational neglect is a serious problem in other isolated communities as well. For example, the 
Fundamentalist Church of Christ of Latter-day Saints (FLDS), which practices polygamy, also has 
engaged in educational neglect. In 2000, the FLDS community living on the Arizona/Utah border 
withdrew all of its children from the public school system, leading to closure of the school. Formal 
private church-based school were organized, but once the prophet Warren Jeffs was arrested, these 
schools were eliminated and all children were home-schooled. Neither Arizona nor Utah strongly 
enforce educational equivalency for home-schooled children. A rival of Warren Jeffs later ordained 
that the children under his direction be sent to public school. Of the 70 children who re-entered the 
public school system, only half were on grade level.130  

The Amish succeeded in persuading the United States Supreme Court in Wisconsin v. Yoder to avoid 
the Wisconsin compulsory education law that required students to be educated to age 16. In that case, 
the Court held that they could be removed after 8th grade. The Court opened the door for isolated 
religious groups to undereducate their children as it focused on the Amish belief “that salvation requires 
life in a church community separate and apart from the world and worldly influence.” The Amish reject 
higher education, because of its “influences that alienate man from God.” The Court was unwilling to 
enforce Wisconsin law mandating compulsory education, because it recognized a right to avoid the 
“destruction of the old Order Amish church community as it exists in the United States today.” The 
Court went on to emphasize that the Amish had “an excellent record as law-abiding and generally 
self-sufficient members of society. . . . [T]he Green County Amish had never been known to commit 
crimes, that none had been known to receive public assistance, and that none were unemployed.” The 
Court went on to discount the government’s and society’s interest in an adequately educated citizenry, 
assumed that no child would ever want to leave the faith, ignored the potential for this decision to 
deprive children in other faiths, and failed to take into account the needs of children to be educated 
at least through high school. Following the decision, studies indicate that eighth-grade dropout rates 
increased and those educated prior to the decision enjoyed higher earnings.131

Under the reasoning of Yoder, however, it seems unlikely that the haredim, as described in this report, 
would prevail in such a case. At least the Amish educated their children through 8th grade and had no 
record of dependency on government welfare or welfare fraud, as has recently been alleged against 
some ultra-Orthodox communities. Yet, even the Amish have had a dismal record for children who 
choose to leave the faith. Their children still lack a high school diploma by a significant number of years 
and often struggle to thrive in the world beyond the Amish culture.

One does not need an organization, however, to engage in educational neglect. Individual parents 
also have deprived their children of an adequate education either through home-schooling or by flying 
under the radar of the authorities.
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Home schooling offers opportunities for child abuse and neglect that are not present in the public 
school context where there is a safety net of watchful teachers charged with legal requirements to 
report suspected abuse and neglect to the authorities. While many children have received an adequate 
and even an excellent education via home-schooling, the lack of regulation and enforcement in most 
states has left many children at risk of educational neglect. The problems are legion, from failure to 
follow curriculum requirements, inadequately trained parents who are doing the teaching, and failure 
to follow testing requirements. The home schooling scenario is especially difficult for the state to 
monitor, because it is diffuse and because the home-schooling environment changes from home to 
home.132

Educational neglect also happens when parents fail to provide education or educational opportunities. 
For example, ex-Amish parents in Pennsylvania “gifted” their oldest daughter at the age of 14 to a 
52-year-old man, Lee Kaplan, who presented himself as a “prophet.” They later sent their 5 younger 
daughters to live with him as well. He fathered two children with the oldest daughter and when the 
group was discovered in a home in Feasterville, Pennsylvania, the girls had been kept inside for years 
and had not attended school. Kaplan and the parents will be in prison for significant amounts of time, 
as the children have had to adjust to a world in which they were well behind their peers in terms of 
education and capacity for self-protection.

The Yaffed survey outlines important, concrete guidance and benchmarks to follow in New York to 
move haredi children toward a more adequate education. Children’s well-being will be measured by 
how much elected officials will take New York’s laws seriously and enforce them. In my view, it is also 
time to recognize a child’s federal or state constitutional right to be adequately educated and for 
states to enact educational neglect laws that penalize parents who fail to adequately educate their 
children to the state’s minimum standards. But that is a project well beyond the scope of this particular 
study. At this time, the aspiration of this study is to educate the public and public officials as well as 
the Haredi community and to persuade everyone that these children deserve at least the minimal 
education mandated by New York for all children.

*Thanks to the Robert A. Fox Leadership Program at the University of Pennsylvania and Fox Leadership 
Fellow, Claire Daly, who provided valuable research for this essay.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Bais Yaakov: A name often given to Orthodox Jewish elementary and secondary schools for girls. The Bais Yaakov 
movement emerged in the early 20th century and formalized a system of Jewish education for girls.

DOE: The New York City Department of Education (DOE) is the department of the government of New York City 
that manages the city’s school system.

Haredi: The Hebrew term for “ultra-Orthodox.” Includes Litvish/Yeshivish and Hasidic Jews. 

Haredim: A collective (plural) term for Haredi Jewish people.

Hasidic: The most religiously strict subgroup of ultra-Orthodox Judaism. The movement emerged in 18th century 
Ukraine, and was defined by an extraordinary devotion to spiritual (rather than procedural) components of 
Judaism. Sometimes spelled: Chasidic, Hassidic, or Chassidic.

Hasidim: A collective (plural) term for Hasidic Jewish people.

Limudei chol: The Hebrew term for non-religious (or general) studies, and the way the Orthodox world refers to 
these subjects in their schools.

Limudei kodesh: The Hebrew term for the study of Jewish religious subjects. Literally, “holy studies.”

Litvish: A non-Hasidic, Haredi group, or an individual who is a member of this group. Also known as “Yeshivish.” 
The term “Litvish” is used for all ultra-Orthodox Jews who follow a “Lithuanian” (Ashkenazi and non-Hasidic) style 
of Jewish observance, regardless of their ethnic background. 

Non-public school: A private or parochial school, in contrast to a public school or charter school. May be either 
independent, secular, or religious in nature. Sometimes spelled: nonpublic school.

NYSED: The New York State Education Department (NYSED) is the department of the New York state government 
responsible for the supervision for all schools in New York.

Orthodox: The religiously strict denomination of Judaism, defined by an understanding of Torah (Hebrew bible) 
as true and unchanging, and its commandments as contractual.

Rabbi: A Jewish religious leader, or a person one who has received rabbinical ordination.

Secular education: The teaching and study of subjects that are not religious in nature. Typically includes subjects 
such as language, mathematics, science, and social studies.

“Substantially equivalent”: According to NY Education Law §3204.2, “Instruction given to a minor elsewhere 
than in a public school must be substantially equivalent to the instruction given at the local public school.” 
“Substantial Equivalency” is further defined in the New York State Education Department’s Guidelines for 
Determining Equivalency of Instruction in Nonpublic Schools as including math, science, English, social studies, 
and others.

Torah: The Hebrew Bible, or the body of knowledge, wisdom, and law contained in Jewish texts and oral tradition.

Talmud: The authoritative body of Jewish law comprising the Mishnah and Gemara.

Ultra-Orthodox: The most religiously strict subgroup of Orthodox Judaism, who maintain the continuity of their 
religious culture by avoiding contact with individuals and institutions who do not share their way of life. “Haredi,” 
in Hebrew.

Yeshiva: An Orthodox Jewish school for boys. The term may also be used for rabbinical colleges (postsecondary), 
but for the purposes of this report describes elementary and secondary Orthodox parochial schools.

Yeshivish: See “Litvish.”
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Yeshivas to be Investigated 
 
Yeshiva District Address 

Satmar (United Talmudic Academy) 13 
25 Waverly Ave., Brooklyn, NY (alternate 
entrance on Washington Ave.) 

      
Bais Rochel D'Satmar (Elementary) 14 241 Keap St., Brooklyn, NY 11211 
Bais Rochel D'Satmar (High school)  14 68-84 Harrison Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11211 

Krasna (Talmud Torah Toldos Hillel) 14 

35 Hewes St., Brooklyn, NY 11249 (also 
listed at 35 Williamsburg St. W., Brooklyn, 
NY 11249) 

Pupa (Yeshiva Kehilath Yakov) 14 206 Wilson St., Brooklyn, NY 11211 
Satmar - Torah V'Yirah (United Talmudic 
Academy) 14 236 Marcy Ave Brooklyn, NY 11211 
Satmar (United Talmudic Academy) 14 82 Lee Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11211  
Shopron (Bnei Shimon Yisroel-Sopron) 14 18 Warsoff Pl., Brooklyn NY 11205 
Shopron (Bnei Shimon Yisroel) 14 215 Hewes St., Brooklyn, NY 11211 
Skver (Mosdos Chasidei Skver / Toldos Yakov 
Yosef) 14 105 Heyward St., Brooklyn, NY 11206 
Talmud Torah Of Kasho (Toras Refoel) 14 324 Penn St., Brooklyn, NY 11211 
Torah V'Yirah (Satmar-United Talmudic Academy) 14 110 Throop Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11206  
Viznitz (Yashiva Ahavas Yisroel) 14 2 Lee Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11211 
      
Belz (Yeshiva Ketaneh) 15 695 6th Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11215 
Bobov (Yeshiva Chemdas Yisroel Kerem Shlomo) 15 1149 38th St., Brooklyn, NY 11218 
Yeshivas Boyan (Tiferes Mordechai Shlomo) 15 1205 44th St., Brooklyn, NY 11219 
      
Congregation Ohr Menachem 17 1729 President St., Brooklyn, NY 11213 
Lubavitch (Oholei Torah) 17 667 Eastern Pkwy, Brooklyn, NY 11213 
Yeshiva Tomehai Temimim Chabad / Lubavitc 
(Chovevei Torah- United Lubavitch Yeshiva)  17 885 Eastern Pkwy., Brooklyn, NY 11213 
      
Belz (Bnos Malka) 20 600 Mcdonald Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11218 
Belz (Yeshiva Machzikei Hadas) 20 1601 42nd St., Brooklyn, NY 11204 
Beth Hamedrash Shaarei Yosher 20 4102 16th Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11204 
Bobov (Bnei Tzion) 20 4206 15th Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11219 
Bobover Yeshiva Bnei Zion 20 1533 48th St., Brooklyn, NY 11219 
Chust (Yeshiva Toras Chesed) 20 5506 16th Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11204 
Gerrer (Yeshiva Mesifta Bais Yisroel) 20 5407 16th Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11204 
Krasna (Yeshiva Bais Hillel) 20 1623 44th St., Brooklyn, NY 11204  
Mesivta Eitz Chaim 20 1577 48th St., Brooklyn, NY 11219 
Munkatch (Talmud Torah Tiferes Bunim) 20 5202 13th Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11219 
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LIST OF YESHIVAS NAMED IN YAFFED’S 2015 LETTER
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Yeshiva District Address 
Munkatch (Yeshiva Minchas Elazar) 20 4706 14th Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11219 

Pupa (Kehilas Yakov) 20 4706 10th Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11219 
Satmar - Torah V'Yirah (United Talmudic 
Academy) 20 

5411 Fort Hamilton Pkwy, Brooklyn, NY 
11219 

Skver (Mosdos Chasidei Skver / Toldos Yakov 
Yosef) 20 1373 43rd St., Brooklyn, NY 11219 

Vein (Yesode Hatorah-Adas Yereim) 20 1350 50th St. Brooklyn, NY 11219 

Yeshiva Chasan Sofer (Shem M'shmuel) 20 1876 50th St., Brooklyn, NY 11204 

      

Moushulo  21 
7914 Bay Pkwy., Brooklyn, NY 11214 
(Renting space from Yeshiva Ohel Moshe) 

United Lubavitcher Yeshivoth 21 

841 Ocean Pkwy, Brooklyn NY 11230 
(central headquarters Chabad Lubavitch: 770 
Eastern Pkwy, Brooklyn, NY 11213) 

Yeshiva Karlin Stolin 21 1818 54th St. Brooklyn NY 11204 

      

Satmar (United Talmudic Seminary) 24 74-10 88th St., Queens, NY 11385 
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Note: This list is not intended to be comprehensive, nor is it included with the intent to shame these yeshivas. 
Rather, in response to the City’s request that Yaffed name specific schools in order to spark an investigation, 
Yaffed named these 39 yeshivas based on input from community members. Yaffed is now including the list in 
this report in the interest of transparency.
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METHODS
This report was developed by Yaffed staff and consultants in conjunction with experts and current and 
former Hasidic community members.

An online survey was conducted in 2015, in preparation for Yaffed’s complaint letter naming 39 yeshivas. 
The survey included questions about the names and locations of schools attended, subjects taught, 
and the age at which secular education ended. The survey was distributed through social media and 
personal networks and received 170 responses. This data was used for the purpose of comparison to 
data from the current year.

In July 2017, Yaffed conducted another online survey. This survey included questions regarding the 
names and locations of schools attended, which subjects were taught, students’ and teachers’ attitudes 
toward secular studies, tuition costs, and open-ended questions seeking recollections of experiences 
regarding teachers, textbooks, inspections, and anything else respondents wished to share about their 
schools. The survey was distributed through social media, groups of yeshiva graduates, and personal 
networks, and received 116 responses from former students and parents of current students. Of the 
respondents, 49 had attended Hasidic elementary-level yeshivas in New York City, and 44 respondents 
had attended high-school level yeshivas in New York City. This data was used to draw conclusions 
about the current state of Hasidic education.

Survey data was analyzed in several ways. First, researchers selected for responses relating to New 
York City yeshivas only. The authors used count functions to determine the number of respondents 
who attended NYC yeshivas at each level and to determine the number and percentage of students 
who received education in each subject. The authors also used averages to determine the age at which 
respondents began receiving and stopped receiving secular instruction. The authors also drew from 
responses to open-ended questions when analyzing qualitative components such as teacher quality 
and textbooks.

In addition to surveys, the authors conducted internet searches and utilized existing media, scholarly 
publications, and government documents. The authors also conducted personal interviews and spoke 
with current and former yeshiva students, parents of yeshiva students, yeshiva teachers, yeshiva 
administrators, experts in relevant fields, and members of Hasidic communities.

Yaffed’s many freedom of information requests to the New York City Department of Education (DOE), 
the Mayor’s Office, all but one request to the New York State Education Department (NYSED), and 
all but one request to the Administration for Children’s Services (ACS), went unanswered or were 
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endlessly delayed. Requests to expedite delayed responses were ignored.

Therefore, funding data was gathered from various sources, including media reports, government 
websites and documents, publicly available financial documents, and personal conversations. 
Whenever possible, the authors used data specific to Hasidic yeshivas in New York City; otherwise, 
data on related categories such as non-public schools or Jewish schools was used, and specified 
as such in the text. For the full list of sources cited, see Endnotes.

Recommendations were developed by Yaffed staff and consultants based on relevant laws and 
guidelines as well as input from experts and community members.
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YESHIVA STUDENT REPORT CARDS
These report cards were provided to Yaffed on condition of anonymity, due to fear of backlash from the 
community.

A report card from Mosdos Chasidei Square, in Brooklyn, NY, given to a second 
grade student in the 2015-16 school year.
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School year 
and grade level 

unknown.

Report cards from 
Yeshiva Machzikei 
Hadas in Brooklyn. 
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statistics/nonpublic/.
viii Stephen Q. Cornman and Lei Zhou, Revenues and Expenditures for Public Elementary and Secondary Education: 
School Year 2013–14 (Fiscal Year 2014) (NCES 2016-301), U.S. Department of Education, Washington, DC: National Center 
for Education Statistics, http://nces.ed.gov/pubsearch, 6.
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